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Chapter 1

Geographic
Overview of
South America
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Summarize the main physical features and
characteristics of South America.
• Explain how European colonialism dominated
the realm and divided the continent.
• Debate current issues related to topics
aﬀecting the environment and geography of the
continent like the burning of the Amazon
rainforest and river contamination due to illegal
mining.

Figure 1.1: Flags of South American countries
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Introduction

abundance in the far northern regions of Venezuela and
Colombia. The Amazon Basin has been a source of hardwood

South America, the fourth largest continent, extends from the Gulf

lumber and, more recently, extensive mineral wealth. Some of the

of Darién in the northwest to the Tierra del Fuego archipelago in

largest iron-ore mines in the world are located here. The massive

the south. It is connected to North America by the Isthmus of

plains of Brazil and the rich soils of the Pampas allow for

Panama. The continent is located almost entirely in the Southern

enormous agricultural operations that provide food products for

Hemisphere, bordered in west by the Humboldt (Peru) Current of

the continent and for the world. Even the inhospitable Atacama

the Pacific Ocean, in east by the Brazil Current of the South

region in northern Chile holds some of the world’s largest copper

Atlantic Ocean, and in north by the Caribbean Sea.

reserves. In addition, the wide variety of climate zones allows a
diverse range of species to develop. The extremes in physical

With an area of 17.8 million km², South America has a population

geography in South America have created both barriers and

of about 400 million people (2012). The continent includes the

opportunities to those who live there.

Falkland Islands, the Galapagos Islands, and the island of Tierra
del Fuego (the southern tip of the continent).
Located on the mainland are 12 independent nations, and one
overseas region of France (French Guyana).

Before the era of European colonialism, many local groups
organized themselves into states or empires. The Inca Empire
was the largest in existence at the time the Europeans arrived.
The early empires developed massive structures that required
huge cut stones weighing many tons to be moved into place

South America has a wide diversity of physical landscapes, from

without the benefit of modern tools or technology. European

the high Andes Mountains to the tropical forests of the Amazon

colonialism altered the continent in several ways. Not only did the

Basin. This assortment of physical features oﬀers many resource

Europeans defeat and conquer indigenous Amerindian groups

bases, allowing people to engage in economic activity, gain

such as the Inca, but cultural exchanges also took place that

wealth, and provide for their needs. The long range of the Andes

altered the way of life for countless South Americans. Colonialism

holds mineral riches that have been being extracted since ancient

created many of the current country borders and influenced trade

times. Precious metals have been mined from the mountains to

relationships with the newly created colonies. The plantation

grant great opportunities for those fortunate enough to be

system and the introduction of slaves from Africa drastically

recipients of its wealth. Fossil fuels have been found in

changed the ethnic makeup of the people living along the eastern
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coast. After slavery was abolished, indentured servitude brought

descent. A large percentage of the population of South America is

workers from Asia to support the labor base.

of a mixed ethnic background.

Indentured servants were usually poor individuals who agreed to

South America’s modern economic development has helped

work for an agreed upon period of time, usually less than seven

integrated it with the global economy. The rural regions in the

years, in return for the necessities of life such as lodging, food,

Andes or the interior suﬀer from a lack of economic support

and transportation or clothing. These individuals did not usually

needed to modernize their infrastructure. At the same time,

receive a salary but may have received a lump sum payment

metropolitan areas are expanding rapidly and are totally

upon completion of the agreed upon service. Under favorable

integrated with global markets and the latest technologies.

conditions indentured servants were treated like relatives and

Most of the large cities are located along the coastal regions.

gained important experience and job skills to provide for their

This pattern of urbanization is mainly a result of colonial activity

future. Many situations were much less favorable and resembled

and influence.

a form of slavery where individuals did not survive their servitude
but succumbed to disease, harsh conditions, or death.

Physical geography

The physical environment and the influence of colonialism were

The far-reaching Andes Mountains and the massive Amazon River

both responsible for the cultural attributes of the regions of South

system dominate South America’s physical geography. The five-

America. The continent can be divided into regions by ethnic

thousand-mile-long Andes Mountain chain extends along the

majorities influenced by early colonial development. The mixing of

entire western region of the continent from Venezuela to southern

ethnic groups from Europe, Africa, and Asia with each other or

Chile. The Andes are the longest mountain chain on Earth and the

with the indigenous population has created a diverse cultural

highest in the Americas. The Andes Mountain range has more

mosaic.

than 30 peaks that reach at least 20,000 feet in elevation, many of

For example, most people in Guyana and Suriname are from Asia,
most people in Argentina and Uruguay are from Europe, most
people in Peru and Bolivia are Amerindian, and most people in
many areas along the eastern coast of Brazil are of African

which are active volcanoes. The Andes has provided isolation to
the Inca Empire, mineral wealth to those with the means for
extraction, and a barrier to travelers crossing the continent. The
Andes’ minerals include gold, silver, tin, and other precious
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drainage basin in the largest tropical rain forest in the world. The
Amazon’s many tributaries are larger than many other world
rivers. Flowing parallel to the equator, the Amazon is in contention
with the Nile as the longest river in the world. In 2007, a dispute
arose over the actual length of the Amazon River. Brazilian
scientists using satellite imagery and teams on the ground using a
global positioning system (GPS) calculated a new length for the
Amazon. Using similar methods, the Nile River also had a new
length calculated. Both were determined to be longer than
originally measured. At this time, the actual length of each river is
openly disputed. The most accurate statement is that the Amazon
River has the greatest discharge of any river in the world, and it is
potentially also the longest river in the world.
The Amazon carries about a fifth of all river water in the world.
The Amazon and its many tributaries drain the entire interior
region of the continent, covering 40% of South America. During
the rainy season, the Amazon River can be more than one
hundred miles wide. No bridges span the Amazon River. Its
source is a glacial stream located high in the Peruvian Andes,
about 150 miles from the Pacific Ocean.
Figure 1.2: Map of South America

metals. Mining became a major industry in the colonial era and
continues to the present.

The Amazon’s extended tributaries—such as the Rio Negro,
the Madeira, and the Xingu—move massive amounts of water
through the Amazon Basin and are major rivers in their own right.

At the core of the continent is the mighty Amazon River, which is

The Amazon has more than 1,100 tributaries; a dozen are more

more than two thousand miles long and has an enormous

than 1,000 miles long. Hydroelectric dams are located on the
6

tributaries to produce electricity for the region’s fast-growing
development. South America has additional large rivers that drain
the continent, including the Orinoco, which flows through
Venezuela; the Sao Francisco, which flows through southeast
Brazil; and the Paraguay and the Paraná Rivers, which flow south
from Brazil into the Rio de la Plata between Argentina and
Uruguay.
Lake Titicaca rests in the middle of the Altiplano Region of the
Central Andes on the border between Peru and Bolivia. The
Altiplano Region is a wide basin between two main Andean
mountain ranges. The word altiplano means “high valley” in
Spanish. There are a substantial number of altiplanos in South
America. They provide for agricultural production and human
habitation. The Altiplano Region has been home to ancient
civilizations that date back to early human settlements. Lake

Image 1.1: Lake Titicaca with traditional reed boat made by Amerindian locals

Titicaca is a large freshwater lake about 120 miles long and 50

Region has supported human habitation for thousands of years.

miles wide. The surface is at an elevation of about twelve

On the Bolivian side of the lake is the ancient stone site of

thousand feet above sea level, and the lake is more than nine

Tiahuanaco, which has had some artifacts dated to 1500 BCE or

hundred feet deep in some areas. Usually at such high elevations,

earlier. People continue to live around and on Lake Titicaca and

the temperature would dip below freezing and restrict agriculture.

maintain a subsistence lifestyle.

However, the large lake acts as a solar energy collector by
absorbing energy from the sun during the day and giving oﬀ that
energy in the form of heat during the night. The energy
redistribution allows for a moderate temperature around the lake
that is conducive to growing food crops. With abundant fresh
water and the ability to grow food and catch fish, the Altiplano

Across the Andes Mountains from the Altiplano Region is the
Atacama Desert. The Atacama is one of the driest places on
Earth: in some parts, no rain has fallen in recorded history. In
normal circumstances, the Atacama would be a desolate region
without human activity, but that is not the case. Some of the
7

world’s largest copper reserves are found here. Nitrates, which

extraction of natural resources such as oil, natural gas, and

are used in fertilizers, are also found in large quantities. Mining

valuable minerals.

the Atacama has brought enormous wealth to people fortunate
enough to be on the receiving end of the profits. The rain shadow
eﬀect is responsible for the extraordinary dryness of the Atacama.
The Andes are quite high at this latitude, and the winds blow in
rain clouds from the east. When the clouds reach the mountains,
they ascend in elevation, releasing their precipitation without ever
reaching the western side of the Andes.

To the northern part of the continent in Venezuela and Colombia,
sandwiched between the Andes Mountains and the Guiana
Highlands, is a grassland region with scrub forests called
the Llanos. The human population is small because of the
remoteness of the region along the Orinoco River basin. The
Guiana Highlands of southeast Venezuela and the Guianas are an
isolated set of mountainous plateaus mixed with rugged

South America has large agricultural plateaus east of the Andes,

landscapes and tropical climates. Angel Falls, the highest

such as the Mato Grosso Plateau, which includes a portion of the

waterfall in the world, with a free fall of more than 2,647 feet and a

great Cerrado agricultural region of central Brazil. The Cerrado is

total drop of about 3,212 feet (more than half a mile), is located

a vast plain that has been developed for agriculture and produces

here. To the northwest of the Llanos and the Guiana Highlands in

enormous harvests of soybeans and grain crops. Bordering the

Venezuela is Lake Maracaibo, a large inland lake open to the

Cerrado to the southeast are the Brazilian Highlands, an

Caribbean Sea. A coastal lake, Maracaibo rests atop vast oil

extensive coﬀee-growing region. The Pampas in eastern

reserves that provide economic wealth for Venezuela.

Argentina, Uruguay, and southernmost Brazil is another excellent
agricultural region with good soils and adequate rainfall. Farming,
cattle ranching, and even vineyards can be found here, making
the Pampas the breadbasket of the Southern Cone. To the south
of the Pampas is the lengthy expanse of Patagonia, which covers
the southern portion of Argentina east of the Andes. Patagonia is
a prairie grassland region that does not receive a very much
rainfall because of the rain shadow eﬀect of the Andes to the
west. The main activities in Patagonia are the raising of cattle and
other livestock. The region is starting to attract attention for the

European colonialism
South America’s colonial legacy shaped its early cultural
landscape. The indigenous people, with their empires and local
groups, were no match for the Iberian invaders who brought
European colonialism to the continent. South America was
colonized exclusively by two main Iberian powers: Spain
colonized the western part of the South America, and Portugal
colonized the east coast of what is present-day Brazil. The only
8

region that was not colonized by those two powers was the small

demographics of the Western Hemisphere. The current

region of the Guianas, which was colonized by Great Britain, the

indigenous Amerindian population, a fraction of what it was

Netherlands, and France.

before the Europeans arrived, makes up only a small percentage

Everything changed with the invasion of the Iberian colonizers.
The underlying tenets of culture, religion, and economics of the
local indigenous people were disrupted and forced to change. It
is no mystery why the two dominant languages of South America
are Spanish and Portuguese and why Roman Catholicism is the
realm’s dominant religion. Colonialism also was responsible for
transporting food crops such as the potato, which originated in
the Peruvian Andes, to the European dinner table. Today, coﬀee is
a main export of Colombia, Brazil, and other countries in the
tropics. Coﬀee was not native to South America but originated in
Ethiopia and was transferred by colonial activity. The same is true
of sugarcane, bananas, and citrus fruits; oranges were not native
to South America, but today Brazil is the number one exporter of
orange juice. Colonialism was driven by the desire for profit from
the quick sale of products such as gold or silver, and there was a

of South America’s total population. European colonizers
generally took the best land and controlled the economic trade of
the region. The acculturation in South America is directly related
to the European colonial experience.
The Inca Empire & Francisco Pizarro
Not long after Hernán Cortés conquered the Aztec Empire of
Mexico in 1521, a young Spanish conquistador named Francisco
Pizarro, stationed in what is now Panama, heard rumors of silver
and gold found among the South American people. He led
several sailing excursions along the west coast of South America.
In 1531 CE, he founded the port city of Lima, Peru. Since 1200
CE, the Inca had ruled a large empire extending out from central
Peru, which included the high-elevation Altiplano Region around
Lake Titicaca.

ready market for goods not found in Europe, such as tobacco,

The Inca Empire dominated an area from Ecuador to Northern

corn, exotic animals, and tropical woods.

Chile. The Inca were not the most populous people but were a

Plantation agriculture introduced by the Europeans led to a high
demand for manual laborers. When the local populations could
not meet the labor demand, millions of African workers were
brought through the slave trade. These African slaves introduced
their own unique customs and traditions, altering the culture and

ruling class who controlled other subjugated groups. Pizarro, with
fewer than two hundred men and two dozen horses, met up with
the Inca armies and managed to defeat them in a series of
military maneuvers. The Inca leader was captured by the Spanish
in 1533. Two years later, in 1535, the Inca Empire collapsed.
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The Inca Empire was significant thanks to the high volume of gold
and silver found in that region of the Andes. The story is told that
Pizarro placed the captured Inca leader in a small room and told
him that if the room was filled with gold to the top of the Inca
leader’s head, Pizarro would let the Inca leader go free. Gold was
summoned from the people and the countryside, and the room
was filled. The conquistadors forced the Inca leader to convert to
Catholicism and be baptized and then killed him. The gold was
melted down and transported back to Spain. The mineral wealth
of the Andes made the conquistadors rich. Lima was once one of
the wealthiest cities in the world. Europeans continued to
dominate and exploit the mining of minerals in Peru and Bolivia
throughout the colonial era. European elites or a Mestizo ruling
class has dominated or controlled the local Amerindian groups in
the Andes since colonial times.
The original church of La Compañia de Jesus in Cusco (pictured
on the following page) was constructed in 1571 on the site of the
ancient Incan palace. The earthquake of 1650 caused severe
damage to the building, so it had to be reconstructed in about
1688. Many Catholic cathedrals in South America were built with
Figure 1.3: Map of the routes followed by Conquistadores

The two main colonizers in South America were Spain and
Portugal. The Spanish conquistador Francisco Pizarro defeated
the Inca Empire.

stones from ancient sites. This cathedral is claimed to be the
Western Hemisphere’s most ideal example of colonial baroque
architecture.
Many Amerindian groups inhabited this region before the Inca
Empire, such as the people who built and lived in the ancient city
10

The Iberian division of the continent
The Spanish conquistadors were not the only European invaders
to colonize South America. Colonial influence—which forced a
change in languages, religion, and economics—also came from
the small European kingdom of Portugal. Portuguese ships sailed
along the eastern coast of South America and laid claim to the
region for the king. The Portuguese did not find large gold or
silver reserves, but they coveted the land for the expansion of
their empire. Soon the Spanish and the Portuguese were fighting
over the same parts of South America. In 1494, the issue was
brought before the Roman Catholic Church. The Tordesillas
Line was drawn on a map to divide South America into the
Spanish west and the Portuguese east. The region that is now
Image 1.2: La Compañía de Jesús Church, Cusco, Peru

Brazil became the largest Portuguese colonial possession in
South America, a center for plantation agriculture similar to that in

of Tiahuanaco, which could have bordered Lake Titicaca during

the Caribbean. For this reason, a large African population lives in

an earlier climate period when the lake was much larger. Clearly,

Brazil, and most of the people in Brazil speak Portuguese and are

humans have lived in South America for thousands of years.

Roman Catholics.

There is speculation that travel between South America and the
Mediterranean region occurred earlier than current historic
records indicate. Many of the ruins in the western region of South
America have not been thoroughly excavated or examined by
archaeologists, and the size and scope of many of the stone
structures stand as testimony to the advancements in engineering
and technology employed in an era that, according to historical
records, had only primitive tools.

Independence did not come for the Spanish colonies until 1816
and 1818, when Chile and Argentina broke away in an
independence movement in the south. Simón Bolívar led
liberation movements in the north. By 1824, the Spanish were
defeated in South America. Brazil did not gain independence from
Portugal until 1822, when the prince of Portugal declared an
independent Brazil and made himself Brazil’s first emperor. It was
11

not until 1889 that a true republic was declared and empire was
abolished.
The Guianas in the northeast were the only European colonies in
South America that were not under Spanish or Portuguese
control. The British, Dutch, and French all held claims to diﬀerent
parts of the Guianas. French Guiana remains a colony
(department) of France to this day. The transition from colony to
independent state has required persistence, time, and patience.
Guyana and Suriname only just received their independence in
the latter part of the twentieth century.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the University of Minnesota Library’s World
Regional Geography.
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Chapter 2

Regions of
South
America
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Outline the main cultural realms of South
America.
• Describe each realm’s main ethnic majority and
explain how colonialism aﬀected each region.
• Debate current issues related to the economic
and political conditions of each cultural
regions, like technological development,
deforestation, and the rights of indigenous
groups.

Introduction
It is impossible to understand the current conditions in South
America without first understanding what occurred to create
those conditions. This is why studying European colonialism is so
important. Colonialism changed the ethnicity, religion, language,
and economic activities of the people in South America.
The past five hundred years have tempered, stretched, and
molded the current states and regions of the South American
continent. To identify standards of living, ethnic majorities, and
economic conditions, it is helpful to map out South America’s
various cultural regions.
In South America, five main cultural regions indicate the majority
ethnic groups and the main economic activities:
1. Tropical Plantation Region
2. Rural Amerindian Region
3. Amazon Basin
4. Mixed Mestizo Region
5. European Commercial Region (Southern Cone)
These are generalized regions that provide a basic understanding
of the whole continent. Technological advancements and
globalization have increased the integration of the continent to

Figure 2.1: Map of the cultural spheres of South America

the point that these regions are not as delineated as they once
were, but they still provide a context in which to comprehend the
ethnic and cultural diﬀerences that exist within the realm.
14

Tropical Plantation Region

Rural Amerindian Region
Salvador, Brazil, is located

The Rural

along the coastal region of

Amerindian

South America where the

Region includes

Tropical Plantation Region

the countries of

was prominent. Most

Ecuador, Peru,

people in this region are of

and Bolivia. The

African descent.

ruling Mestizo

Located along the north
and east coast of South
America, the Tropical
Plantation Region
resembles the Caribbean
Image 2.1: Salvador Carnival Comanche

rim land in its culture and
economic activity. The

region, which extends as far south as the Tropic of Capricorn, has
a tropical climate and an agricultural economy. Europeans

class that
inherited control
from the
European
conquistadors

Image 2.2: Amerindian woman and child in the Sacred Valley

mainly lives in

of the Andes in Peru

urban areas. Most of the rural Amerindian population lives in
mountainous areas with type H climates and ekes out a hard
living in subsistence agriculture.

opened up this area for plantation agriculture because of coastal

This is one of the poorest regions of South America, and land and

access for ships and trade. The local people were forced into

politics are controlled by powerful elites. The extraction of gold

slavery, but when the local people died oﬀ or escaped, millions of

and silver has not benefited the local Amerindian majority, which

African slaves were brought in to replace them. After slavery was

holds to local customs and speaks local languages.

abolished, indentured servants from Asia were brought to the
Guianas to work the plantations. The Tropical Plantation Region
has a high percentage of people of African or Asian descent.

The Amazon Basin
The Amazon Basin, is the least-densely populated region of
South America and is home to isolated Amerindian groups.
15

and the interior highlands of the
north and east. This region
between the Tropical Plantation
Region and the Rural
Amerindian Region includes a
majority of people who share a
mixed European and
Amerindian ethnicity.
It is not as poor as the Rural
Amerindian Region and yet not
as wealthy as the EuropeanFigure 2.2: The Amazon River has more than 1,100 tributaries.

Development has encroached upon the region in the forms of
deforestation, mining, and cattle ranching. Large deposits of iron
ore, along with gold and other minerals, have been found in the
Amazon Basin. Preservation of the tropical rain forest of this
remote region has been hampered by the destructive pattern of
development that has pushed into the region. The future of the
basin is unclear because of development patterns that are
expected to continue as Brazil seeks to exploit its interior

dominated region to the south.
Paraguay falls into the Mixed
Mestizo Region, as do other

Image 2.3: Mestizo girl in Colombia

portions of other South American countries such as parts of
Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela. Paraguay is mainly Mestizo, but
its economic qualities resemble that of the Rural Amerindian
Region to the north, even though Paraguay is not located in the
mountains.

European Commercial Region (Southern Cone)

peripheral region. Conflicts over land claims and the autonomy of
Amerindian groups are on the rise.

The southern part of South America, called the European
Commercial Region or the Southern Cone, includes Chile,

Mixed Mestizo Region
The Mixed Mestizo Region includes the coastal area of the west

Argentina, Uruguay, and parts of Brazil. European ethnic groups
dominate this region and include not only Spanish and
Portuguese but also German, Austrian, Italian, and other
16

European ethnic
heritages. Fertile soils
and European trade
provided early
economic growth, and
the region attracted
industry and
manufacturing in the
later decades of the
twentieth century. There
are not many
Amerindians or people
of African descent here.
Image 2.4: Argentinian soccer player Lionel

More than 90% of all

Messi

the people in Argentina,
Chile, and Uruguay are of

European descent and live in urban areas. With a highly urbanized
population and with trade connections to a globalized economy, it
is no surprise that the Southern Cone is home to South America’s
most developed economies.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the University of Minnesota Library’s World
Regional Geography.
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Chapter 3

Political
Landscape
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Outline the most salient events in the history of
the right in South America.
• Outline the most salient events in the history of
the left in South America.
• Debate current issues related to the political
situation of South American countries like
crisis in Venezuela and corruption of elected
political figures.

Section 1

The political right
The South American right is a political group that has evolved by

a result, South America has experienced a high degree of conflict

incorporating various ideologies of strong traditional institutions,

between left and right during the 20th century.

such as the economic and political systems of colonialism,
agrarian oligarchism, conservatism, and militarism. These
institutions were also complemented by other positions that are
not necessarily characteristic of the right, but were often adapted
to its interests: Catholicism, positivism, nationalism, populism,
and neoliberalism.

This, however, is intrinsic not only to the internal political
structures of the continent, but also to foreign relations,
particularly those with the United States. Already in 1823, U.S.
President James Monroe aﬃrmed that any foreign—especially
European—intervention in any country of the Americas would be
considered a threat to the security of the United States, justifying

The combination of these characteristics resulted in the

later interventions in countries such as Panama, Cuba, and the

application of a series of adjectives for South America and

Dominican Republic in the 19th century. During a good part of the

South America in general: the continent of popular Catholicism,

20th century, the tension between left and right in South America

the land of caudillos, of totalitarian populist regimes and old

was also interpreted in terms of the Cold War conflict. After the

agrarian "feudal" systems under corrupt governments. Especially

1980s, with the beginning of the democratization process in

during anti-democratic governments, these characteristics have

South America, these views have continued to influence politics,

been combined with the interests of the right.

and the right has remained influential, but mainly through the

For this reason, the right in South America has often been
equated with military dictatorships, which have, in turn, often

action of various political parties, organizations, and institutions.

The power of colonialism

received the reaction of leftist movements, which have
historically upheld republican, socialist, or democratic ideals. As

South America was colonized primarily by the Spanish and the
Portuguese, beginning in 1492 and lasting more than three
19

centuries. The origins of the South American right emerged from

colonies in America, Africa, and Asia. Together with a local elite

the agrarian structures of oligarchism, slavery, and mercantilism,

and the religious leadership, they created structures to dominate

as well as from the Catholic Church and the juridical elite, which

workers, slaves, and native groups.

were used by Europeans to serve their interests as colonizers.

From the beginning, the military was an important institution for

While the Spanish colonization of South American countries

control and order in the colonies. The first examples of military

included the creation of independent dioceses, universities,

violence were the incursions of Francisco Pizarro and

printing houses, and political jurisdictions. The major countries of

the “colonizadores” against the natives in the 16th century. A

South America, including Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and others have

similar modus operandi could be seen in several other regions, in

all experienced right-

acts that led to the destruction of pre-Columbian empires and

wing regimes. When

numerous native tribes. The church and its missionary eﬀorts

anti-communist, these

have been considered "the right arm of colonialism." The church

regimes usually

promoted and benefited financially from the slavery of Africans

enjoyed the strong

and induced the natives to accept evangelization along with the

support of the United

system of colonization. Religious imagery and icons functioned to

States which were

make the domination of the crown and the landholders appear as

kept united and loyal

natural and sacred.

by a strong military,
the Portuguese ruled
by means of
ideological
tools. Education was
centralized at the
University of Coimbra,
Portugal, which
trained bureaucrats to
Image 3.1: Portuguese Conquistador Francisco
Pizarro

serve the Portuguese

There was also the institution of bureaucracy, based on the legal
framework that had already existed in Spain and Portugal. Those
responsible for this area were trained in the law schools of
Portugal and Spain—especially Coimbra and Salamanca
respectively—in order to perform the administrative duties in the
colony. They had the function of collecting taxes, running the
courts, supervising the commercial activities, and supporting the
policies implemented by the crown. In a study about the courts in
colonial Brazil, Sovereignty and Society in Colonial Brazil: The
20

High Court of Bahia and Its Judges, Stuart Schwartz aﬃrms that

only those groups that organized rebellions and

lawyers and judges rather than the military were responsible for

attempted revolutions, but also the economic elite who were

reinforcing royal decisions in the colony.

paying heavy taxes to Spain and Portugal to finance wars in

Finally, there was the agrarian system. Although it has been
compared to European feudalism, the agrarian structure was an
important part of the "modern world-system" as defined by
Immanuel Wallerstein. Large portions of land were given to certain
families, who had the power and responsibility of exploiting those

Europe. The independence of South American countries cannot
be seen only as the result of intellectual and popular movements
based on the ideals of the Enlightenment, for the involvement of
the elite in negotiating new forms of economic trade with Europe
was also influential.

areas and creating the basic infrastructure for economic activities.

After a series of declarations of independence and the writing of

Timber extraction, mining of gold and silver, and agriculture crops

constitutions in new South American republics during the 1800s,

of cotton, coﬀee, cacao, sugarcane, and others for export

European conservatism, which had had an impact in the former

became the most important economic activities in South America.

colonies, was institutionalized. The party politics generally

At the local level, the landlord and his property were the central

followed the conservative-liberal scheme, whereas conservatives

structure around which others would orbit: bureaucrats would

were seen as the right and liberals were understood as

collect taxes, priests would do their missionary work among

representing the left. Conservatives in Brazil arrived later, directly

natives and administer the sacraments, the military would

from France, as both countries had their own Partido

cooperate with security. While these complementary relations

Conservador.

were developed to maintain the power of the crown, the distance
from the controlling power facilitated the creation of particular
types of colonial culture and forms of conservatism, whose
remnants are still visible today.

Conservatism after independence

The role of conservatism in Argentina during the 19th century took
diﬀerent positions according to the needs of the moment. Thus,
conservatives could be provincial “caudillos” or military leaders
who aimed at maintaining the old colonial order, or also liberal
conservatives, who were influenced by the so-called generation
from the 1880s and incorporated modern and positivist ideas into

The 19th century witnessed a series of movements for

their political thinking.

independence in South America. These movements included not
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Positivism, nationalism, populism

Plinio Salgado in 1932, which emphasized the ideas of
"homeland" and "nation." This movement favored

Positivism was the main ideology at the end of the 19th century in

authoritarianism and organized associations and paramilitary

South America. At first, it emerged as a liberal position, opposed

groups according to the fascist model in vogue in Europe at that

to clericalism and to the aristocracies, defending the interests of

time.

new liberal professional classes. Soon thereafter, the association
between positivism and militarism led to a new form of politics by
the right as traditional institutions were modernized.

The turn to a nationalistic right also marked the rise of military
dictatorships during the 1930s, with the coming to power of the
first dictators in South America. In Argentina, General Uriburu

Brazil is a good examples of this change, as it adopted the motto:

took Yrigoyen's oﬃce in 1930 by means of a coup d'etat, as did

"order and progress." This motto represented the emergence of

President Getulio Vargas in Brazil. Since South American

positivism and its association with a mitigated form of

countries supported the United States and the alliance against

conservatism, for while the idea of "progress" referred to the

European fascists during World War II, many military dictatorships

scientific and developmental beliefs of positivistic militarism, the

had to adapt themselves to new times under the pressure of the

idea of "order" referred to the traditional conservative assumption

United States, which demanded the adoption of social and

of maintaining the order of the status quo.

democratic government measures.

Nationalism can be seen as a second wave in the politics of the

Populism was also a particular South American phenomenon,

right. In Argentina, the 1920s witnessed the emergence of an

which brought together elements that belong to both the right

extreme right, which was associated with nationalism,

and the left. The most characteristic examples of populism were

Catholicism, and fascism. The authoritarian right was led by

Getulio Vargas in Brazil and Juan Peron in Argentina. Peron

intellectuals such as Carlos Ibarguren, Leopoldo Lugones, and

cannot be completely reduced to the authoritarianism of the right,

Manuel Gálvez with publications such as La nueva república or

due to the complexity of his populism—especially due to the

new republic and Nueva orden or new order. The right was also

social policies he implemented, which made him the "father of the

represented by Catholic nationalism in the Catholic Action

poor." The same is valid for Vargas in Brazil. However, both

movement. In Brazil, the "nationalist Brazilian right" during the

turned to the right as they showed fascist sympathies, adopted

1930s was represented by integralism, a movement founded by

militarism, and questioned democracy in order to retain power.
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The political right & militarism

leader of a group of oﬃcers at the War College, which was
responsible for drawing a policy of "national security" and

In 1959, Fidel Castro and Ernesto "Che" Guevara led a successful

selecting the military who would act as presidents. To impose

revolution in Cuba, as they ousted the dictator Fulgencio Batista,

military rule, the government created several centers, such as the

despite the support he was receiving from the United States. The

Department of Political and Social Orders (DOPS) and the Center

triumph of the Cuban Revolution had a great impact in South

for Internal Defense Operations (CODI), which were responsible

America because several movements began to work toward

for the repression of citizens and organizations that opposed the

similar revolutions in their respective countries. During the 1960s,

military dictatorship. The military ruled until 1984, when a process

there was a series of attempted rebellions in the continent and

of "opening toward democracy" began to take place.

growing opposition to the United States. The reaction against
these groups led to a new wave of military governments, which
consistently supported the right.

In Uruguay, a similar process occurred especially after 1969,
when the economic situation of the country worsened and the
population showed sympathies toward leftist groups, especially

In Argentina, President Arturo Frondizi was elected as a candidate

the Tupamaros. As a reaction, legal measures were taken by the

of the Radical Party in 1961, but later turned to the right, as he

government in order to repress guerrillas and popular

adopted repressive measures and issued the Law in Defense of

manifestations. At the same time, groups of the right, such as the

Democracy against members of the left. In 1966, the military took

Tradition, and Property movement, and members of the military

over and placed General Onganía as president. After the extreme

began to gain more power in the government with the enactment

left—the Montoneros—assassinated former President Uriburu in

of security measures. President José María Bordaberry from

1970, the military reacted violently, promoting a "Dirty War" from

the liberal party headed a repressive regime but was ousted by

the 1970s until 1982, when they experienced a humiliating defeat

the military, and Aparicio Méndez became president. Only in 1985

by the British in a war over the possession of the Falkland/

would a civilian, Julio María Sanguinetti, be elected president.

Malvinas Islands. This led to a new democratization process in
modern Argentina.

In Colombia, the experience of violence against civilians
continued through the 20th century. Opposition between the

In Brazil, the military overthrew a leftist government in 1964.

conservative and liberal parties often resulted in violent battles. In

During this time, General Goulbery do Couto e Silva became the

the late 1950s, the liberals and conservatives formed an alliance,
23

the National Front, in order to avoid violence and share power.

initiatives of Allende's

Unable to incorporate other organizations, the National Front was

government, which brought him

confronted by groups who were dissatisfied with the economic

closer to Cuba and further from

and political situation.

the United States, several

The Liberal and Conservative Parties worked in alliance for the
1970 elections to counter a common enemy, former dictator

movements from the right and the
military opposed his government.

General Rojas. After his narrow defeat, members of his group

On September 11, 1973, a

formed a guerrilla movement (April 19 Movement, M-19) against

military coup led by General

the government.

Augusto Pinochet provoked the

They were joined by leftist movements: the National Liberation
Army (ELN), created in 1962, and the Colombian Revolutionary
Armed Forces (FARCs). Organized drug traﬃcking, known as
cartels, have gained considerable political power. Paramilitary
right-wing groups associated with drug traﬃcking and/or the
military have also arisen. The American "war on drugs" has
invested considerable military aide to stop primarily the FARC
group. Unable to control the fighting, the liberals, who had won

death of Allende and initiated a
violent period in Chilean history,

with the arresting and killing of thousands of civilians, while
millions fled the country. Pinochet ruled as military dictator until
1989.

Political parties in
democratic states

the presidency for 12 straight years, lost to the right in 1998. As

Since the democratization

of 2002, the right-wing independent Alvaro Uribe has favored

process in the 1980s and 1990s,

outright fighting with the FARC and has imposed security

the politics of the right have been

measures.

anchored in political parties that

In Chile, despite the fact that the country was relatively calm
during the 1960s, when many other South American countries
were experiencing turmoil, the election of socialist candidate
Salvador Allende in 1970 altered the situation. Due to the several

Image 3.2: Salvador Allende

adopted the values of a long
conservative tradition, now
modernized and adapted to
newer situations. The right has
Image 3.3: Augusto Pinochet
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been represented mainly by several political parties, which

on, the Liberal Front (PFL) organized to maintain the same

receive the support of church sectors, remnants of the old

conservative and oligarchic basis, despite its elusive name.

oligarchies, movements of landowners, and others. The right has
been able to find its niche within party politics under a democratic
regime, electing presidents at the beginning of the 21st century.

In Peru, there was a mixture of neoliberalism and conservatism,
not only after Fujimori's coup to become president, but also with
politicians such as Mario Vargas Llosa, the award-winning writer

In Argentina, the political right had already formed groups such as

who later turned to politics, adopting a conservative position. In

the Argentinean Civic Union, the Alliance of the Nationalist Youth,

Colombia, President Uribe represented a turn to the right, as he

the Argentinean Anti-Communist Alliance, and the Center

expressed the interests of Colombian oligarchies and the politics

Democratic Union (UCD) to defend its specific interests. Even

of the United States. In Bolivia, President Sanchez de Losada

during the 1990s, fascist groups were still active. But the rightist

expressed nostalgia for military rule, while in Chile a new and

side of the Peronist movement was most influential. Under the

clearer approximation to the United States served to question the

neo-Peronist President Carlos Menem, elected in 1989, many

possibility of a stronger South American Common Market

groups of the right regained power, and Menem pardoned the

(MERCOSUR).

military oﬃcers who-had been convicted of human rights
violations during the military period.

For all these reasons, it can be said that the right has deep roots
in South America, strong traditions reinforced by authoritarian

The examples of right-wing parties in Brazil were not as radical as

groups and military power, and a continuous impact through

in Argentina. During the military period, only two parties were

newly adapted and invigorated party politics.

allowed: the National Renovation Alliance (ARENA) on the right
and the Brazilian Democratic Movement (MDB) on the left. With
the democratization process, a series of other parties were
created out of ARENA. Among the most important parties, which
disguised their position through the traditional politics of
conciliation, was the Social Democratic Party (PDS), to which
many of the old traditional members of ARENA migrated. Later

This section was reproduced in accordance with the licensing
for the Gale eBooks’ Encyclopedia of Politics.
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Section 2

The political left
The left in South America can be described in two ways. First, it

Reactions against colonial power

is an ideal that has been pursued by many political groups in the
history of South America, according to several programs: anti-

The impact of European colonization in South America was felt

colonialism, independence, revolution and democracy. Second it

from 1492 until the beginning of the 19th century. While a great

is a form of reaction to the right, which has frustrated the

part of the continent was colonized by the Spanish crown, the

aspirations of the left and posed continuous challenges by

Portuguese had their share in the colonization of Brazil. The

turning to colonialism, caudillismo, authoritarianism, militarism,

origins of the left can be seen already in the 16th century, in

and other forms of political power.

several movements that opposed colonialism and its structures

The countries in South America were impacted diﬀerently from

of power.

Spanish and Portuguese colonialism. They suﬀered the common

In Brazil, the basic institution in colonial times was the

negative eﬀects of economic disputes, but developed their

Portuguese monarchy, which never developed a strong army, but

democratic and political institutions at diﬀering paces. Moreover,

simply ruled by means of ideological tools. On the contrary, the

their responses to these situations varied, including peaceful

countries of Spanish colonization implemented printing and

resistance movements, opposition to the right by institutions

universities: the university of Lima was founded in 1584. The

such as the university or the church, development of new

University of Coimbra, trained bureaucrats to serve the

partisan platforms or also guerrillas with more or less violent

Portuguese colonies in America, Africa, and Asia. Having

strategies. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid generalizing the

eliminated the possibility of a middle class, colonial society was

left, without recognizing the particular contexts and times in

formed by a series of other social and political actors: landlords,

which it has emerged.

priests, lawyers, small landowners, poor workers, slaves, and
natives. The Spanish Crown had a larger military structure,
26

century in order to criticize
the form by which Europeans
were exploiting the people
and natural resources of the
continent. Bartolomé de Las
Casas, who became famous
after his series of debates
with the philosopher Juan de
Sepúlveda, defended of the
rights of the Indians, arguing
in favor of their humanity.
These two initiatives, one
related to the Portuguese
empire and the other
Image 3.4: Fray Bartolomé de las Casas

to Spain, mark a first reaction

Image 3.5: Father Antonio Viera

that would be later revived by
responsible for controlling the colonies. Despite the plurality and
complexity of the South American societies, it is possible to
divide them according to the following structure: the landlords
and the masses working for them; the controlling bureaucracy
and the military power of the crown; normatively, the Church and
the juridical institutions.

independent movements and rebellions in South America.
Later on, similar initiatives were inspired by the Baroque culture
and by the philosophy of the Enlightenment, especially in the 17th
and 18th centuries. In the Spanish colonies, Carlos Sigüenza y
Góngora and Francisco Xavier Clavijero were considered the
exponents of emancipatory thinking before 1700, while in Brazil,

One of the first elements of opposition to colonialism was

the sermons of Padre Vieira between 1635 and 1683 were

philosophical, as two representatives of Humanism were the first

considered the first examples of original thinking about freedom

to criticize the colonizers. The Scot George Buchanan opposed

and autonomy in Brazil.

the Spaniards and the Portuguese, writing two books in the 16th
27

Revolutions for independence

America, but also led a series of revolutions in Bolivia, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela between 1810 and 1830. Under the

With the rise of an enlightened and anti-clerical absolutism in

leadership of San Martín, Argentina became an independent

Spain and Portugal, around 2,200 Jesuits were expelled from

nation in 1810, while José Gervasio Artigas led the independence

Brazil in 1759 and from Spain and the Spanish colonies in

of Uruguay. Peru had its declaration of independence in 1824,

America in 1767. Independently of these facts, however,

after the famous Battle of Ayacucho.

European philosophers such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau and
Thomas Reid were turning to American "Indians" in order to
define the bon sauvage of the utopian missions of Jesuits among
the Guarani natives in Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay. It was
under the impact of the Enlightenment that many groups would
attempt to force a political Independence from Portugal or Spain.
The fundamental historical
reference for the emancipatory
movement in South America is
Simón Bolivar, a criollo (a
person of pure Spanish
descent born in Spanish
America) known as El
Libertador, or the liberator. As a

But independence was not enough to guarantee a liberation from
the structures of power that were still in the hands of the
aristocracy and landowners. Therefore, the new stage of disputes
and tension between the left and the right was party politics, with
the constitution of a bipartisan system in most countries,
according to the scheme conservative-liberal.
Notwithstanding the results of these actions, it is important to
mention that several resistance groups continued to exert political
pressures and pursue their emancipation. In their view, the
positivistic reforms only substituted the old colonial regime with
new aristocracies and bureaucracies, without integrating the
masses (peasants, workers, women, former slaves) into the
political scenario.

soldier—inspired by Napoleon

Accordingly, the 1880s marked the struggle for several rights,

—statesman, intellectual, and

such as the abolition of slavery, constitutional autonomy, worker's

political philosopher, he not

rights, and the rights of women. It was amidst these processes

only developed several ideas

that most South American countries entered the 20th century.

and texts defending the
Image 3.6: Simón Bolívar

independence of South
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The 1920s & Marxism

left. After the Mexican Revolution led by Emiliano Zapata and
Pancho Villa in 1910, echoes could be heard in other countries. In

The 20th century witnessed, from a more theoretical perspective,

Argentina, the election of Hipólito Yrigoyen in 1916 was

a greater influence of Marxism as a political philosophy. From a

complemented by several reforms. Similar reforms were being

practical point of view, it is necessary to consider a series of

made in Chile by President Arturo Alessandri and in Uruguay by

crises and revolts between 1907 and 1913, when the social,

President Battle y Ordonéz. In subsequent years, peasants and

economic and political situation that motivated the action of these

the worker classes were able to promote insurrections in

groups was aggravated even more shortly later by World War I

Colombia, Peru, and Chile.

and the echoes of the Russian Revolution. But also within the
very structure of the military there were reactions against
traditional conservatism, such as the movement led in Brazil by
Captain Luiz Carlos Prestes and promoted by a group of
lieutenants between 1924 and 1929. Another reaction came from
several immigrant groups from Germany, Italy, Poland, and Spain,
which began to integrate into the politics of South American
countries. Based on the impact of these groups, the workers'
movement was also articulated in several countries. In Argentina,
for instance, anarchists articulated their forces with several
workers' groups to found the Workers Federation (FORA).

Most of these initiatives were frustrated, however, by the eﬀects
of the Great Depression of 1929, by civil wars and conflicts within
certain countries, and by military coups that tried to impose an
authoritarian and unified rule after 1930. In Brazil, Getulio Vargas
inaugurated the dictatorship of the Estado Novo. In Argentina,
Uriburu took the oﬃce from Yrigoyen and established a military
government. In all these cases, the military leaders were
discontent with the way the civilian governments were dealing
with social issues and were interested in speeding up the
industrialization process in their countries. Thus, they adopted the
ideology of nationalism to put the several pieces of their nations

From a more institutional political view, attention can be given

together. Such initiatives followed the fascism that was in vogue

to political parties. The Socialist Party was founded in 1896 in

in Europe at the time of World War II.

Argentina, the Socialist Workers' Party of Chile in 1912, and the
Socialist Party of Chile in 1922. During the first part of the 20th
century, many of these groups and parties were able to gain
power, not only through movements, coups, and so-called
revolutions, but also through elections whose results favored the

Revolutionary guerrillas in the 1960s
The Cuban Revolution in 1959, the series of revolutionary
movements in Central America, and the reaction of the United
29

States to these events

alignment with either the Soviet Union or the United States,

form the necessary point

through rebellions against military governments in Central

of departure for a series

America, and through the impact of these initiatives in South

of initiatives by the left in

American countries that received the support of the United States

South America during the

to combat the left.

1960s.
No other movement of

dictatorships, while Argentina, Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela

the South American left

had civilian governments. While only Argentina and Mexico

was as successful as the

recognized the Cuban Revolution, the first South American

revolution initiated in

country in which there was an attempt to apply the Cuban

Cuba by Fidel Castro and

experience was Venezuela.

Ernesto "Che" Guevara.
They ousted the
Image 3.7: Che Guevara

The majority of South American countries at the time were military

dictatorship of Fulgencio
Batista, challenged the

support that the Cuban government was receiving from the
United States, and gained the sympathy of several intellectual
and political groups around the world.
The triumph of the Cuban Revolution had a great impact in South
America, as many other movements tried to perform similar
revolutions in their respective countries during the 1960s. At that
time there was also a tension between two world powers that
were trying to measure their influence on the continent: the
United States and the Soviet Union. The history of the left during
this period was expressed through the continental political

Fidel Castro visited Venezuela one year after the Cuban
Revolution and expressed his sympathies for the government of
Rear Admiral Larrazábal in Caracas. Soon thereafter, Brazilian
President Jânio Quadros expressed his sympathies to Fidel
Castro as well, visiting the Cuban leader in 1961, shortly before
taking oﬃce in Brazil, thus provoking the United States. Quadros
governed Brazil for only 11 months, and João Goulart, his vice
president, was ousted by a military coup in 1964.
The climax of these initiatives occurred in Chile, with the election
of the socialist candidate Salvador Allende in 1970. The reaction
against the socialist reforms proposed by Allende also
represented the climax of militarism and external intervention, as
he was deposed on September 11, 1973, in an action led by
General Augusto Pinochet.
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In this coup d'état many civilians were assassinated, while many

The role of liberation theology

others fled the country. It was in reaction to these events that
guerrilla movements radicalized their action in South America,

Liberation theology and its

such as the Montoneros in Argentina, the Tupamaros in Uruguay,

principle of an Option for

and the MR-8 in Brazil. However, no other group endured as long

the Poor was one of the

a time of conflict and had such a negative impact on civil society

most important elements of

as the Sendero Luminoso in Peru and the FARCs in Colombia.

a civil rights movement in

As a result of these actions, the United States exerted a growing
influence in several countries. If this influence on internal aﬀairs
was exerted earlier on the basis of the Monroe Doctrine during
the

19th

century, it was later based on a reform plan that President

Kennedy had proposed for South America in 1961, the Alliance
for Progress, as he indicated that changes in the continent should
not rely on violence as a condition for change.
Nevertheless, at the end of the 1970s, the doctrine orienting the
relationship between the United States and the South American
countries was that of supporting militarism, the doctrine of
national security and state terrorism.

the whole of South
America. Between 1962
and 1965, the Catholic
Church was experiencing a
deep process of reform as a
result of the Vatican
Council.
During those years, Pope
John XXIII led the church to

Image 3.8: Pope John XXIII

address social, cultural, political, and economic issues and this
motivated the action of several priests who were working in South
America. In 1968, the South American Episcopal Council held in

It is against this background that during the 1970s and well into

Medellin, Colombia, marked the oﬃcial position of the Catholic

the 1980s, the action of leftist groups, such as parties, NGOs,

Church on issues of poverty and democracy in the continent. In

resistance movements, and even movements within other

the same way, Protestant churches were following the doctrine of

institutions, such as the church and the university system in

the social gospel, which defended the involvement of the church

several countries, was directed towards the civil opposition to

in social causes. Leaders of Jewish ecumenical groups adopted

militarism.

similar principles defending human rights. By the end of the
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1960s, a series of events would mark what became known as the

Henri Sobel criticized the military repression and publicly reported

theology of liberation.

the crimes against human rights in Brazil.

From a more theoretical point of view, there were two main books

The role of the left in democracies

that served as orientation to liberation theology: the Catholic
theologian Gustavo Gutiérrez published his Theology of

At the beginning of the 1990s, the left had a relative success in

Liberation in 1969, while the Presbyterian pastor Rubem Alves

ousting military dictatorships in South America. This was a result

published Theology of Human Hope in the same year. The

not only of its own eﬀorts, but also of the times, which

writings, would complement the literature in this field and

included perestroika, the fall of the Soviet Union, the acceleration

advance new reflections on how to interpret the Bible in light of

of the globalization process, and the implementation of

the social struggles in South America and become involved in

neoliberalism in several economies. One element for the success

social action according to the gospel. Thus, liberation theology

of the left in this process was the change in its discourse, as it

became one of the most important sources of leftist political

gave up more radical measures and strategies in order to

reflection during the 1970s, at the same time it promoted the

concentrate on issues related to human rights and democracy. In

defense of human rights in several countries. In 1981, however,

this process, the traditional

the book Church, Charisma and Power, by Leonard Boﬀ, was

ideals of the left were

censored by the Vatican, marking a new period of opposition to

represented by NGOs and

the left within the Catholic Church.

established parties that

From a more practical point of view, many priests and pastors
were deeply engaged in social actions, becoming involved with

supported social democratic
measures.

the revolutionary movement as well. In Colombia, priest Camilo

In Brazil, this social

Torres joined the revolutionary eﬀorts and was later assassinated.

democratic agenda was

In Brazil, an American Methodist missionary was assassinated, as

defended by Fernando

well as the Presbyterian leader Paulo Stuart Wright. At the same

Henrique Cardoso, who was

time, Bishop Helder Câmara, Cardinal Paulo Arns, and Rabbi

elected by the SocialDemocrat Party of Brazil

Image 3.9: Lula da Silva
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(PSDB) in 1994. As president, Cardoso did not follow the

the United States and of institutions such as the World Bank (WB)

principles that he had once defended in his version of the

and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

dependência theory, but espoused a series of reforms that
opened the country to neoliberal economics. He was reelected in
1998 and was substituted in 2002 by Luis Inácio "Lula" da Silva,
from the Workers' Party (PT). Lula began his tenure by bringing
together a leftist discourse and neo-liberal actions.

in the actions of several NGOs. If at first the most important
groups were related to human rights and environmentalist groups
that were active during the times of the military dictatorship in
several countries, later it was the World Social Forum that

In a similar way, Hugo

became the central arena for the left. Among the most important

Chavez came to power in

groups of civil society were the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo in

Venezuela defending a

Argentina and later the Landless Movement in Brazil, which kept

type of populism and anti-

some resemblance to the initiatives of the Zapatista Movement in

Americanism that was

Chiapas, Mexico.

typical of the left in
previous years. However,
his radical discourse
brought him internal
problems—with a tension
Image 3.10: Hugo Chavez

Finally, the left in South America also had a renewed expression

between two groups within
Venezuela, who either

defended or opposed him—and external tensions, especially in
relation to the United States.
Finally, another example of a turn to a populist left in South

Moreover, women's groups, workers' unions, universities, and
groups of environmental activists remained important arenas for
the debates around the legacy of Marxism and other theories that
had oriented the left in South America. The World Social Forum
was organized a number of times in the city of Porto Alegre, in
southern Brazil, which became the South American center for
anti-globalization groups, thus complementing the action of
critical movements that had organized anti-globalization
manifestations in Seattle, Washington; Genoa, Italy; and other
cities around the world.

America was the election of Nestor Kirchner in Argentina.
Kirchner inherited a country in a profound crisis and the pressure
of several groups identified with the left, such as the piqueteros.
Under these circumstances, he sided with these groups and
maintained a strong discourse against the economic interests of

This section was reproduced in accordance with the licensing
for the Gale eBooks’ Encyclopedia of Politics.
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Chapter 4

Economics

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Outline the major economic activities of South
America.
• Perform an in-depth analysis of the economic
activities of a chosen country in South
America.
• Debate current issues that aﬀect the
economies of South American countries, like
oil trade policies, fluctuation of commodity
markets, and environmental impact of illegal
mining.

An overview of economic activity in South America

in growth rates. Brazil saw this decline in output due to
increasing unemployment level, worsening financial conditions

From the 1930s to 1980s, the countries of South America

and political issues, which, in turn, lead to decrease in private

used Import Substitution, an economic policy that replaces

domestic consumption and investment. Argentina also

foreign businesses as well as imports with domestic production.

experienced recession in private consumption and investment;

This was a policy made to increase domestic manufacturing.

however, it was because of removal of public

Furthermore, national spending on arms soared during periods of

service subsidies due to short-term rise in inflation. In

military rule. Increasingly South American countries began to

contrast, Peru diﬀered from other countries in the region

borrow from foreign private banks and international lending

demonstrating increase in growth rates thanks

institutions, such as the World Bank and the Inter-American

to copper production.

Development Bank, to fund existing programs while also trying to
expand their economic productivity through investments.
However, this policy created a debt crisis in South America.

In 2017, the economy has started to recover for the first time
since 2014. The main contributors to economic growth is private
consumption. Increased retail trade and industrial production in

The continent has fallen farther behind North America over the

Brazil has led to expansion of its economy by 1% in 2017.

past two centuries. This can be explained by South America's

Higher public investments and private consumption have resulted

high concentration on primary commodities as well as the state of

in growth of economy of Argentina compared to its recession in

the educational system and institutional structure, some of which

2016. In 2017, inflation rates were observed to be in a downward

are still related to its colonial past, others to recent political

trend in most of the major economies. The reasons are

developments.

prior exchange rate appreciations and food price deflation.

From the 1990s, onward countries in South America switched

Economic sectors

over to the system of free-market economy. Now, major
economic activities include agriculture, industry, forestry,
and mining. In 2016, four countries, which include
Brazil, Ecuador, Argentina and Venezuela experienced decline in
output. Other countries in the region were observing slowdown

Agriculture
Throughout history, since the colonial period, the export of natural
resources has been key factor for South America's economy.
With a land that can be divided into four climatic regions (tropical,
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Exporters showed that the coﬀee industry earned US$5.4 billion
in 2016, with the exports of diﬀerent coﬀee varieties exceeding 34
million 60 kg bags. This accounts to 6.4% of Brazil's total
annual agribusiness exports of US$84.9. The report showed that
by December 2016, the Brazilian coﬀee industry generated
US$557 million in revenue by exporting 3.07 million bags
of coﬀee. Additionally, in 2016 soybeans, grown in South
America's temperate climates, had an export value of US$19B
for Brazil, representing 10.4% of the total exports, and one of
US$3.23B for Argentina, representing 5.7% of the country's total
exports. Moreover, the soybean meal exportation represent
17.5% of Argentina's total exports, with an export value of
Image 4.1: Sugarcane fields in Sao Paulo

$9.96B.

temperate, arid and cold), South America is a diverse land that is

Other exports from the tropical regions, such as the Amazon

rich in natural resources. It has a wide variety of agricultural

rainforest (contained within Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador,

products, mineral wealth, and plentiful freshwater and rich

Bolivia, French Guiana and Suriname), include cashews and

fisheries.

and Brazil nuts, globally regarded as delicacies, as well as sugar

As one of the most important contributors of the world's
agricultural market, South America accounts for approximately
10% of the global agricultural product export. The diﬀerent
climatic regions are home for diverse types of crops. In the

(sugarcane), avocados, bananas, pineapples, oranges, grapefruit,
and mangoes. The sugarcane cultivation has been the backbone
of the economy since early colonial times, and Ecuador is the
world's largest banana exporter (Banana Production in Ecuador).

tropical climatic regions, two of the most important cash

In the temperate regions, maize (corn) is produced and it is the

crops are coﬀee and cacao. South America dominates the global

second most exported product in Argentina. Additionally in cold

market in coﬀee production, having Brazil as the world's largest

climatic regions such as the Andes, there is a high production of

exporter of coﬀee. A report from the Council of Brazilian Coﬀee

crops such as quinoa, increasingly valued internationally, as well
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as the grazing of llamas, vicuñas and alpacas. These animals are

producers in the world of sugarcane, banana, pineapple and

bred for their wool and it is exported globally as a high-quality

cocoa;

textile.

• Peru is one of the five largest producers of avocado, blueberry,

The four countries with the strongest agriculture are Brazil,

artichoke and asparagus, one of the 10 largest producers in the

Argentina, Chile and Colombia. Currently:

world of coﬀee and cocoa, one of the 15 largest producers in

• Brazil is the world's largest producer of sugarcane, soy, coﬀee,
orange, guarana, açaí and Brazil nut; is one of the five largest
producer of maize, papaya, tobacco, pineapple, banana,
cotton, beans, coconut, watermelon and lemon; and is one of

the world of potato and pineapple, and also has a considerable
production of grape, sugarcane, rice, banana, maize and
cassava; its agriculture is considerably diversified;
• Paraguay's agriculture is currently developing, being currently

the 10 largest producers in the world of cocoa, cashew,

the 6th largest producer of soy in the world and entering the list

avocado, persimmon, mango, guava, rice, sorghum and

of the 20 largest producers of maize and sugarcane.

tomato;
• Argentina is one of the five largest producers in the world
of soy, maize, sunflower seed, lemon and pear, one of the 10
largest producers in the world of barley, grape, artichoke,
tobacco and cotton, and one of the 15 largest producers in the
world of wheat, sugarcane, sorghum and grapefruit;
• Chile is one of the five largest world producers of cherry

Animal husbandry
Brazil is the world's largest exporter of chicken meat: 3.77 million
tons in 2019. The country is the holder of the second largest herd
of cattle in the world, 22.2% of the world herd. The country was
the second largest producer of beef in 2019, responsible for
15.4% of global production. It was also the third largest world
producer of milk in 2018. This year, the country produced 35.1

and cranberry, and one of the 10 largest world producers

billion liters. In 2019, Brazil was the four largest pork producer in

of grape, apple, kiwi, peach, plum and hazelnut, focusing on

the world, with almost 4 million tons.

exporting high-value fruits;
• Colombia is one of the five largest producers in the world
of coﬀee, avocado and palm oil, and one of the 10 largest

In 2018, Argentina was the fourth largest producer of beef in the
world, with a production of 3 million tons (behind only USA, Brazil
and China). Uruguay is also a major meat producer. In 2018, it
produced 589 thousand tons of beef.
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In chicken meat production, Argentina ranks among the 15 largest

the country was the 2nd largest producer of pulp in the world and

producers in the world, and Peru and Colombia among the 20

the 8th producer of paper. In the footwear industry, in 2019, Brazil

biggest producers. In beef production, Colombia is one of the 20

ranked 4th among world producers. In 2019, the country was the

largest producers in the world. In honey production, Argentina

8th producer of vehicles and the 9th producer of steel in the

ranks among the 5 largest producers in the world, and Brazil

world. In 2018, the chemical industry of Brazil was the 8th in the

among the 15 largest. In terms of production of cow's milk,

world. In textile industry, Brazil, although it was among the 5

Argentina ranks among the 20 largest producers in the world.

largest world producers in 2013, is very little integrated in world

Manufacturing
The World Bank annually lists the top manufacturing countries by

trade.
Mining

total manufacturing value. According to the 2019 list, Brazil has

Chile contributes about a third of the world copper production. In

the thirteenth most valuable industry in the world (US $ 173.6

2018, Peru was the second largest producer of silver and copper

billion), Venezuela the thirtieth largest (US $ 58.2 billion, however,

in the world, and the sixth largest producer of gold (the three

it depends on oil to obtain this value), Argentina the 31st largest

metals that generate the highest value), in addition to being the

(US $ 57.7 billion), Colombia the 46th largest (US $ 35.4 billion),

third largest producer in the world of zinc and tin and fourth

Peru the 50th largest (US $ 28.7 billion) and Chile the 51st largest
(US $ 28.3 billion).
80% of manufacturing of the South America region falls on
Argentina, Brazil and Chile.
Brazil has the third-largest manufacturing sector in the Americas.
Accounting for 28.5% of GDP, Brazil's industries range from
automobiles, steel, and petrochemicals to computers, aircraft
(Embraer), food, pharmaceutical, footwear, metallurgy and
consumer durables. In the food industry, in 2019, Brazil was the
second largest exporter of processed foods in the world. In 2016,

Image 4.2: Copper mine in Chile
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in lead. Brazil is the second largest global iron ore exporter, has

Mexico and other more established oil fields. They are helping to

98% of the known niobium reserves in the world, and it's one of

keep global oil prices relatively low, undermining eﬀorts by Russia

the five biggest world's producers of bauxite, manganese, and

and its allies in the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting

tin. Bolivia is the fifth largest producer of tin, the seventh largest

Countries, like Saudi Arabia, to manage global supply and push

producer of silver, and the eighth largest producer of zinc in the

up prices.

world.

The recent pickup in interest in Guyana and Suriname is
somewhat surprising because their promise as oil producers has

Oi & gas
In the production of oil, Brazil was the

10th

largest oil producer in

the world in 2019, with 2.8 million barrels/day. Venezuela was the
21st largest, with 877 thousand barrels/day, Colombia in 22nd
with 886 thousand barrels/day, Ecuador in
barrels/day and Argentina

29th

28th

with 531 thousand

with 507 thousand barrels/day. As

Venezuela and Ecuador consume little oil and export most of their

often come up empty. Companies drilled more than 100
unsuccessful wells there, mostly in shallow waters, from 1950 to
2014. But after rich fields were found in the deep waters oﬀ
Brazil, Exxon Mobil and other companies returned to take another
look. Exxon struck a gusher in Guyanese waters in 2015, opening
the current flurry of exploration.

production, they are part of OPEC. Venezuela had a big drop in

In Guyana, oil companies have found more than 10 billion barrels

production after 2015 (where it produced 2.5 million barrels / day),

of probable reserves of accessible oil and gas oﬀshore, according

falling in 2016 to 2.2 million, in 2017 to 2 million, in 2018 to 1.4

to IHS Markit, the energy consulting firm. Production began in

million and in 2019 to 877 thousand, due to lack of investments.

2019 and is ramping up quickly. Guyana already accounts for one

In the production of natural gas, in 2018, Argentina produced
1524 bcf (billion cubic feet), Venezuela 946, Brazil 877, Bolivia
617, Peru 451, Colombia 379. In the beginning of 2020, in the
production of oil and natural gas, Brazil exceeded 4 million barrels

of the top 50 oil basins worldwide, according to consultants.
Suriname has at least three billion to four billion barrels of
reserves, energy experts said, or up to half the new oil and gas
discovered around the world last year.

of oil equivalent per day, for the first time.
Suriname, Guyana and Brazil are the new areas of focus for oil
companies, attracting more new investment than the Gulf of

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for “Economy of South America.”
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Chapter 5

Business,
Legal, &
Financial
Environments
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Compare and contrast South American
countries in terms of the ease of doing
business.
• Analyze the legal and political environments of
South America and its eﬀects in the business
environment.
• Debate current issues related to the economies
of South American countries, like the economic
and political crisis of Venezuela, the corruption
scandals in Peru, Ecuador and Brazil, and the
eﬀect of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Business environment of South America

also drawn attention to longstanding diﬀerences in foreign,
economic, and social policies across countries within South

Weakening economic activity in China and Europe have

America, as well as highlighting some new realignments. Most

dampened but not stopped South America’s emergence from its

governments in South America, including those of Argentina,

economic slowdown. Even countries like Argentina, which faced

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Peru have recognized Mr. Guaidó as

particular diﬃculties, were expected to recover by the end of

president, while most members of the ALBA alliance, including

2019. However, the Coronavirus pandemic, political volatility and

Bolivia, continue to back Mr. Maduro. Uruguay have called for a

the ongoing corruption scandals continue to hamper many

dialogue. In general, the countries that have recognized Mr.

governments, while new populist governments in Brazil add a

Guaidó are more market-friendly and globalist in orientation, and

further element of unpredictability to the policy and economic

those that continue to support Mr. Maduro or have called for a

environment.

dialogue are more left leaning and nationalist.

The regions’ top 10 economies are classified into three broad

In Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro, a Congressman and former Army

categories—attractive, problematic, and mixed—according the

captain was elected president as the candidate of the

overall character of their business environments. Table 5.1 on the

conservative Social Liberal Party (PSL). Mr. Bolsonaro’s views are

following page further indicates if the yearly performance has

best described as nationalist and populist. He has vowed to

improved (▲), deteriorated (▼), no significant change (=) or

combat crime and corruption. His cabinet appointments have

uncertain (?). The 2020 outlook remains cautiously optimistic with

advocated market oriented policies, including the privatization of

the expectation that the region will weather the pandemic and a

state owned enterprises. Mr. Bolsonaro has promised to make

moderate slowdown in global growth and the resulting reduced

major changes in Brazil’s foreign policy to align it more closely to

demand for raw materials.

that of the United States. In November, before taking oﬃce, Mr.
Bolsonaro demanded contract changes for the 8,300 Cuban

The crisis in Venezuela has opened international fault lines

doctors working in remote areas of Brazil, leading Cuba to begin

reminiscent of the Cold War, with the United States, Canada, the

bringing them home.

United Kingdom, and the European Union recognizing National
Assembly leader Juan Guaidó as Venezuela’s interim president,

Governments in South America span the spectrum of views on

and Russia and China continuing to back Nicolás Maduro. It has

policy Countries have been categorized on the globalist/
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Table 5.1: Yearly performance of South American nations’ performance
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nationalist scale according to their World Economic Forum Global

countries. Brazil’s new cabinet is vowing to introduce market-

Competitiveness score. Their characterization as left or right

friendly reforms.

leaning is subjective and is based on how they tend to be
described in news reports and in country risk services’ reports.

Economic shocks & responses
New governments in South America have inherited economies
that face major challenges. As recently as five years ago growth
in South America seemed to be on a solid footing. Real GDP in
the region had expanded at an average rate of 4% per year
during 2003-14. Income inequality had declined even as it had
increased in the developed countries.
The portion of the region’s population living in poverty had fallen
from 44.5% to 27.8% by 2014, with cash transfer programs
playing an important role. However, the gains did not last.
Following the abrupt decline in commodity prices in summer
2014, growth slowed markedly throughout the region. The six
largest economies in South America have managed to eke out an
average real GDP growth rate of only 0.6% since 2014 with

Figure 5.1: Political classifications of South American countries

Venezuela’s self-inflicted collapse provides a vivid example of
how policies matter. One might expect that the unusually wide
diﬀerences across countries in economic policies and openness
to the global economy would provide a natural experiment as to
which approach is best. Such experiments ideally span several
years, and for the past 16 years it was possible to contrast the
performance of trade and political alliances of statist, populist,
and nationalist countries, to that of the more market-oriented

Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela slipping into recession.
Real income per capita in the region fell in 2015-16 and
unemployment rose sharply. The policy responses varied across
the region, but all countries with flexible exchange rates allowed
their currencies to depreciate. This served as a shock absorber
and made their exports—especially exports other than major
commodities such as copper and oil that are priced in dollars—
more competitive. The pass-through from currency depreciation
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to inflation was more subdued this time than in the past, allowing

Legal environment of South America

several countries, including Brazil, Chile, and Colombia to cut
policy rates to stimulate their economies. After commodity prices
came oﬀ their lows growth in the region picked up, and both percapita incomes and unemployment stabilized. In the year ahead,
most countries in South America are likely to experience
moderate growth.
Barring regime change and massive international support,

Two legal issues dominated many nations in 2018:
1. First, the fight against corruption, was a continuing struggle.
2. Second, immigration and the exit of some two million
Venezuelans from that country’s misery into surrounding
nations.

Venezuela’s economy is likely to continue its downward spiral.

The fallout from the massive Odebrecht scandal continued to

Elsewhere in the region growth should continue at a modest

work its way through investigative and judicial processes in

pace, and inflation should remain under control. The reason that

Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Peru, as well as

growth is expected to remain modest in South America is that the

Brazil. In Peru, President Pablo Kuzynski resigned rather than

global economy is slowing. If prolonged, the slowdown in China—

face a second impeachment over his connections to Odebrecht

and by extension Europe and Japan—can be expected to have a

corruption, while ex-president Alan Garcia unsuccessfully sought

knock-on eﬀect on South America’s raw material exports, which

asylum in the Uruguayan embassy to escape corruption charges.

account for the largest share of the region’s exports (29% in

Former president Alejandro Toledo is fighting extradition from the

2017).

U.S. to face bribery charges.

South America still exports far more to the United States than to

Peru’s opposition was also impacted, with opposition leader

China, but in recent years China has replaced the U.S. as the

Keiko Fujimori put in pretrial detention as she faced charges of

number one or two trading partner for several countries, including

receiving some US$1.2 million from the Brazilian construction

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Peru. The World Bank expects prices

firm. In January, the Peruvian congress began investigating

of minerals and metals to be flat or negative over the next three

allegations involving corrupt activities between Odebrecht and a

years, though they forecast modest increases in the prices of

company partly owned by President Martín Vizcarra. In Colombia,

agricultural products.

the Odebrecht-related investigations took a sinister turn, as two
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key witnesses against a former infrastructure minister turned up

environment minister was convicted of fraud during the period

dead.

when he served as a state environmental oﬃcial.

In Argentina, the release of notebooks compiled by a deputy

Many South American countries confronted increased

minister’s chauﬀeur implicated oﬃcials and business leaders

immigration pressures, especially from Venezuela. More than two

under the former governments of Néstor Kichner (2003-07) and

million Venezuelans have left that country, with the majority going

wife Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (2008-15), up to and

to neighboring Colombia and Brazil. Both countries heightened

including Ms. Fernández de Kirchner, who had already been

security, and in Brazil, the small bordering state of Roraima saw

under investigation. Only senatorial immunity prevented her

services overwhelmed and tensions increase as a result of the

detention. Colombia’s Alvaro Uribe was accused of bribery and

newcomers. However, the Supreme Court struck down an

witness tampering in connection with an investigation of his

attempt to close the border as a violation of Brazil’s international

activities with that country’s paramilitary groups. At the same

humanitarian commitments. More distant countries like Peru and

time, a former general of police and several other high military

Ecuador sought to impose passport requirements on Venezuelans

oﬃcials were charged with wiretapping phones in the attorney

seeking to enter the country, though a court blocked Ecuador’s

general’s oﬃce and selling the information they intercepted.

attempt. Chile, mindful of the refuge given by Venezuela to its

In Peru, leaked audio recordings revealed massive corruption in
the judiciary, including a justice on the supreme court and
members of the national judiciary council, which supervised
judges. President Vizcarro included the dismantling of the
national judiciary council and a new judicial supervision authority
among his constitutional reforms. Ecuador lost a second vice
president in December 2018 with the resignation of Maria Vicuna
who faces charges over illegal campaign contributions during her

own dissenters during its military regime, maintained a more
lenient policy for Venezuelans, but sought to restrict the
immigration of Haitians. Representatives of 11 nations met in
Quito, Ecuador to discuss the problem, and coordinate
assistance. In the Declaration of Quito, the countries committed
to protect human rights of the migrants and combat
discrimination and xenophobia. The countries agreed to accept
expired passports of Venezuelan immigrants.

time as a legislator.

Business climate

Former Brazilian president Michel Temer faces multiple corruption

Most economists agree that the eﬃciency with which labor and

charges. Brazilian President Bolsonaro’s first choice for

capital can be combined to produce output is crucial to growth,
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operating a business. It surveys regulatory practices in 11 areas
like starting a business a business, trading across borders,
enforcing a contract, and getting electricity. South America does
not compare favorably to other regions in this survey and has
slipped in the rankings in each of the past two years. In the latest
survey nine out of 12 countries fell in the rankings; only Colombia,
Bolivia and Suriname improved their relative standing in 2020. No
country in South America is ranked in the top quartile among
countries and 9 are in the bottom half.
The Doing Business rankings, seen in Table 5.2, do need to be
interpreted with some caution. Because they are rankings they
are relative ratings; a country can fall in the rankings even as its
score in the survey improves if other countries are moving up the
rankings. Brazil rose 16 places from 2018 to 2019, to fall again in
2020.

Financial environment of South America
China’s growing interest in the region. While not initially part of
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which was launched by
President Xi Jinping in 2013, several South American countries
Table 5.2: Doing Business rankings for South American countries

and that a key component to that eﬃciency is the ease of doing
business. Each year the World Bank measures the regulatory,
legal, and practical challenges involved in setting up and

have signed agreements that Chinese sources have interpreted
as embracing the plan. The Belt and Road Initiative involves over
70 countries and has been likened to China’s Marshall Plan. It
aims to open new trade routes between Asia, Europe, and Africa
by building a network of roads, railroads, ports, and pipelines.
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The goal is to generate business for Chinese firms and, many in

Participation in the Belt and Road Initiative may prove to be a

the West believe, promote China’s strategic interests. China has

mixed blessing for the region. Typically, China provides funds in

pledged to increase trade with the region by $500 billion and

the form of loans to sovereign borrowers (without awkward

investment by $250 billion by 2025. It is already South America’s

questions about human rights or corruption). The construction is

second largest trading partner, exporting $94.2 billion to China

done by Chinese companies, and often by Chinese workers.

during 2013-17 and importing $165 billion.

Recently, the IMF and private research centers have raised

President Xi made China’s interest in the region obvious during
the 12 trips he has made to region since 2013. He announced
many “deliverables”—new economic initiatives—on these trips.
For example, China is interested in making Panama its transport
and logistics hub for the region and is investing in the region’s
largest container port in Balboa. It also arranged a $9 billion
currency swap deal with Argentina in 2018 to backstop that
country’s foreign exchange reserves, and signed 37 commercial
agreements on energy, finance and infrastructure.

concerns about the ability of some countries, to service BRIrelated debt.
Investment outlook
Emerging markets have evolved into a “high beta” asset class,
meaning that their returns go up or down disproportionately with
changes in global equity returns. Historically, emerging market
equities have tended to be either the best performing or worst
performing of asset classes each year. In 2017 emerging markets
topped the charts with a 37.8% return (including dividends) in

China is now South America’s largest creditor, as well as its

U.S. dollars, according to MSCI, a provider of international stock

largest direct investor. It is perhaps unsurprising that South

indices, only to wind up at the bottom with a -14.2% return

America would welcome increased investment and credit from

amidst the volatility in global markets last year. The major South

China. Soon after President Trump took oﬃce he withdrew the

American markets were not down as much. The decline was

United States from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) which had

tempered by a strong rally in Brazil’s stock market in anticipation

been negotiated with Canada and several South American

of the victory of Jair Bolsonaro in that country’s presidential

nations. With the United States veering toward economic

elections. Mr. Bolsonaro is widely expected to adopt business-

nationalism, a vacuum seemed to be forming that China was

friendly policies. Argentina’s markets fared the worst, losing

eager to fill.

slightly over half their value in dollar terms as that country’s
currency fell sharply. True to form, South America’s markets have
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risen sharply with the rally in global markets in the first few weeks
of 2019, with strong rebounds in Argentina, Brazil, and Colombia.
The average forecast price-earnings (P/E) ratio for the six largest
markets in the region is currently 12.9X, down from 16.0X. South
America’s markets are a bit more expensive than other emerging
markets, but less than the U.S. market. According to the
consensus among analysts, earnings are expected to grow at
double-digit rates across the region, which should lend support to
the markets.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for University of Florida’s Center for Latin American
Studies’ “2019 Latin American Business Environment
Report.”
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Chapter 6

Argentina

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Argentina.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Argentina.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Argentina.

Figure 6.1: Argentina at a glance
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Introduction

Demographic profile

In 1816, the United Provinces of the Rio Plata declared their

Argentina's population continues to grow but at a slower rate

independence from Spain. After Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay

because of its steadily declining birth rate. Argentina's fertility

went their separate ways, the area that remained became

decline began earlier than in the rest of South America, occurring

Argentina. The country's population and culture were heavily

most rapidly between the early 20th century and the 1950s, and

shaped by immigrants from throughout Europe, with Italy and

then becoming more gradual. Life expectancy has been

Spain providing the largest percentage of newcomers from 1860

improving, most notably among the young and the poor. While

to 1930. Up until about the mid-20th century, much of Argentina's

the population under age 15 is shrinking, the youth cohort—ages

history was dominated by periods of internal political unrest and

15-24—is the largest in Argentina's history and will continue to

conflict between civilian and military factions. After World War II,

bolster the working-age population. If this large working-age

an era of Peronist populism and direct and indirect military

population is well-educated and gainfully employed, Argentina is

interference in subsequent governments was followed by a

likely to experience an economic boost and possibly higher per

military junta that took power in 1976.

capita savings and investment. Although literacy and primary

Democracy returned in 1983 after a failed bid to seize the
Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas) by force, and has persisted
despite numerous challenges, the most formidable of which was

school enrollment are nearly universal, grade repetition is
problematic and secondary school completion is low. Both of
these issues vary widely by region and socioeconomic group.

a severe economic crisis in 2001-02 that led to violent public

Argentina has been primarily a country of immigration for most of

protests and the successive resignations of several presidents.

its history, welcoming European immigrants (often providing

The years 2003-15 saw Peronist rule by Nestor and Cristina
Fernandez de Kirchner, whose policies isolated Argentina and
caused economic stagnation. With the election of Mauricio Macri
in November 2015, Argentina began a period of reform and
international reintegration.

needed low-skilled labor) after its independence in the 19th
century and attracting especially large numbers from Spain and
Italy. More than 7 million European immigrants are estimated to
have arrived in Argentina between 1880 and 1930, when it
adopted a more restrictive immigration policy. European
immigration also began to wane in the 1930s because of the
global depression. The inflow rebounded temporarily following
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WWII and resumed its decline in the 1950s when Argentina's

20th century from recurring economic crises, persistent fiscal and

military dictators tightened immigration rules and European

current account deficits, high inflation, mounting external debt,

economies rebounded. Regional migration increased, however,

and capital flight.

supplying low-skilled workers escaping economic and political
instability in their home countries. As of 2015, immigrants made
up almost 5% of Argentina's population, the largest share in
South America. Migration from neighboring countries accounted
for approximately 80% of Argentina's immigrant population in
2015.
The first waves of highly skilled Argentine emigrant workers
headed mainly to the United States and Spain in the 1960s and
1970s, driven by economic decline and repressive military
dictatorships. The 2008 European economic crisis drove the
return migration of some Argentinean and other South American
nationals, as well as the immigration of Europeans to South
America, where Argentina was a key recipient. In 2015, Argentina
received the highest number of legal migrants in South America
and the Caribbean. The majority of its migrant inflow came from
Paraguay and Bolivia.

Economic overview
Argentina benefits from rich natural resources, a highly literate
population, an export-oriented agricultural sector, and a
diversified industrial base. Although one of the world's wealthiest
countries 100 years ago, Argentina suﬀered during most of the

Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner succeeded her husband as
president in late 2007, and in 2008 the rapid economic growth of
previous years slowed sharply as government policies held back
exports and the world economy fell into recession. In 2010 the
economy rebounded strongly, but slowed in late 2011 even as the
government continued to rely on expansionary fiscal and
monetary policies, which kept inflation in the double digits.
In order to deal with these problems, the government expanded
state intervention in the economy: It nationalized the oil company
YPF from Spain's Repsol, expanded measures to restrict imports,
and further tightened currency controls in an eﬀort to bolster
foreign reserves and stem capital flight. Between 2011 and 2013,
Central Bank foreign reserves dropped $21.3 billion from a high of
$52.7 billion. In July 2014, Argentina and China agreed on an $11
billion currency swap; the Argentine Central Bank has received
the equivalent of $3.2 billion in Chinese yuan, which it counts as
international reserves.
With the election of President Mauricio MACRI in November
2015, Argentina began a historic political and economic
transformation, as his administration took steps to liberalize the
Argentine economy, lifting capital controls, floating the peso,
removing export controls on some commodities, cutting some
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energy subsidies, and reforming the country’s oﬃcial statistics.

and inflation are both over 40%. Since 2017, the oﬃcial exchange

Argentina negotiated debt payments with holdout bond creditors,

rate has fallen from ~ US$1:AR$20 to ~ US$1:AR$80, and the

continued working with the IMF to shore up its finances, and

unoﬃcial “blue” rate is double that. The Argentine government’s

returned to international capital markets in April 2016.

2020 agreement with private bondholders to renegotiate billions

In 2017, Argentina’s economy emerged from recession with GDP
growth of nearly 3.0%. The government passed important

of dollars of debt oﬀers some hope as negotiations get underway
to renegotiate another US$45 billion owed to the IMF.

pension, tax, and fiscal reforms. And after years of international

In this recessionary context, U.S. merchandise exports to

isolation, Argentina took on several international leadership roles,

Argentina declined from US$9.91 billion (2018) to US$8.15 billion

including hosting the World Economic Forum on South America

(2019). Buoyed by a favorable exchange rate, Argentina’s

and the World Trade Organization Ministerial Conference, and is

merchandise exports to the United States rose slightly from

set to assume the presidency of the G-20 in 2018.

US$4.83 billion (2018) to US$4.92 billion (2019). Nevertheless, the

Doing business in Argentina
With a population of approximately 45 million spread among 23
provinces and the city of Buenos Aires. Approximately 92% of the
Argentine population is concentrated in urban areas, with 38%
living in Buenos Aires (Capital and Province), and another
15% distributed in the cities of Córdoba, Rosario, and
Mendoza. The country has a talented and educated workforce,
but its population has suﬀered from frequent political and
economic turbulence over the last 75 years.
The COVID-19 pandemic, on top of Argentina’s two-year
economic recession, has compounded the country’s economic
woes. Current International Monetary Fund (IMF) predictions have
Argentina’s GDP declining close to 12% in 2020. The poverty rate

U.S. retained a sizable bilateral goods trade surplus of more than
US$3 billion. Around 90% of U.S. merchandise exports to
Argentina are used in local industry and agriculture including
refined oil, airplanes and aircrafts, computers, industrial and
agricultural chemicals, agricultural and transportation equipment,
machine tools, and parts for oil field rigs. Primary Argentine
exports to the United States are crude oil, aluminum, wine, fruit
juices, and intermediate goods, such as seamless pipes, tubes,
and other iron-based products.
There are more than 300 U.S. companies present in Argentina,
some whose presence dates back more than 100 years. Despite
current macroeconomic challenges, there are significant
opportunities for U.S. companies in sectors such as
infrastructure, energy, health, agriculture, information technology,
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and mining. The United States is the single-largest source of
foreign investment in Argentina with approximately US$15.26
billion (stock) worth of investment (2018). U.S. companies are
widely respected in Argentina for their good business practices,
transparency, corporate social responsibility activities, high
quality, and good customer service.
Reasons why U.S. companies should consider exporting to
Argentina:
• Argentina is a resource-rich country with enormous potential for
further development. The country has the second-largest shale
gas and fourth-largest shale oil reserves in the world as well as
abundant solar and wind energy resources.
• Argentina is the third-largest lithium producer globally with

Image 6.1: Argentina is the world’s third largest lithium producer

plans to increase mining exports over the next decade. More

have forced the Argentine government, businesses, and

than 70% of Argentina’s proven lithium resources have not been

consumers to cut back on spending.

exploited.
In an eﬀort to shore up foreign exchange reserves and protect
• U.S. expertise, technology, and equipment are needed to
develop sectors such as agriculture, energy, and mining.
• The country is digitally capable, with high internet penetration
and smart phone dissemination.

domestic production vis-à-vis imports, the government of
Argentina has imposed some measures that adversely aﬀect
foreign products and services. Importers must request NonAutomatic Import Licenses (NALs) in order to bring in some
products. Companies report delays in import license approvals

Years of economic troubles, which have resulted in

exceeding 60 days in some cases. In addition, some businesses

macroeconomic instability, high inflation, and a currency crisis

report problems accessing the oﬃcial foreign exchange market
making it more diﬃcult to pay for imported goods or service
54

foreign-currency debt. Government price controls on a range of
consumer products and telecommunications services, among
other sectors, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and in
response to high inflation, is another complication. Other
business challenges include persistent and systemic corruption, a
lack of regulatory coherence, weak intellectual property rights
protection, ineﬃcient customs and legal processes, poor
infrastructure, costly labor, and the limited availability of financing.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the International Trade Administration’s
“Argentina - Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 7

Bolivia

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Bolivia.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Bolivia.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Bolivia.
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Figure 7.1: Bolivia at a glance

Introduction

President Jeanine Anez Chavez, prepared new elections that took
place on 18 October 2020.

Bolivia, named after independence fighter Simón Bolívar, broke
away from Spanish rule in 1825; much of its subsequent history

Demographic profile

has consisted of a series of coups and countercoups, with the

Bolivia ranks at or near the bottom among South American

last coup occurring in 1978. Democratic civilian rule was
established in 1982, but leaders have faced diﬃcult problems of
deep-seated poverty, social unrest, and illegal drug production.
In December 2005, Bolivians elected the socialist leader Evo

countries in several areas of health and development, including
poverty, education, fertility, malnutrition, mortality, and life
expectancy. On the positive side, more children are being
vaccinated and more pregnant women are getting prenatal care

Morales president—by the widest margin of any leader since the

and having skilled health practitioners attend their births.

restoration of civilian rule in 1982—after he ran on a promise to

Bolivia’s income inequality is the highest in South America and

change the country's traditional political class and empower the
nation's poor, indigenous majority. In December 2009 and
October 2014, President Morales easily won reelection. His party
maintained control of the legislative branch of the government,
which has allowed him to continue his process of change. In
February 2016, Morales narrowly lost a referendum to approve a
constitutional amendment that would have allowed him to
compete in the 2019 presidential election. However, a 2017
Supreme Court ruling stating that term limits violate human rights
provided the justification for Moralesto be chosen by his party to

one of the highest in the world. Public education is of poor
quality, and educational opportunities are among the most
unevenly distributed in South America, with girls and indigenous
and rural children less likely to be literate or to complete primary
school. The lack of access to education and family planning
services helps to sustain Bolivia’s high fertility rate—
approximately three children per woman. Bolivia’s lack of clean
water and basic sanitation, especially in rural areas, contributes to
health problems.

run again in 2019. Morales attempted to claim victory in the 20

Between 7% and 16% of Bolivia’s population lives abroad

October 2019 election, but widespread allegations of electoral

(estimates vary in part because of illegal migration). Emigrants

fraud, rising violence, and pressure from the military ultimately

primarily seek jobs and better wages in Argentina (the principal

forced him to flee the country. An interim government, led by

destination), the US, and Spain. In recent years, more restrictive
immigration policies in Europe and the US have increased the
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Following an economic crisis during the early 1980s, reforms in
the 1990s spurred private investment, stimulated economic
growth, and cut poverty rates. The period 2003-05 was
characterized by political instability, racial tensions, and violent
protests against plans—subsequently abandoned—to export
Bolivia's newly discovered natural gas reserves to large Northern
Hemisphere markets.
In 2005-06, the government passed hydrocarbon laws that
imposed significantly higher royalties and required foreign firms
then operating under risk-sharing contracts to surrender all
production to the state energy company in exchange for a
predetermined service fee; the laws engendered much public
Figure 7.2: Income inequality in Bolivia. A value of 0 represents absolute equality,
whereas 100 would be the highest possible degree of inequality.

debate. High commodity prices between 2010 and 2014
sustained rapid growth and large trade surpluses with GDP

flow of Bolivian emigrants to neighboring countries. Fewer

growing 6.8% in 2013 and 5.4% in 2014. The global decline in oil

Bolivians migrated to Brazil in 2015 and 2016 because of its

prices that began in late 2014 exerted downward pressure on the

recession; increasing numbers have been going to Chile, mainly

price Bolivia receives for exported gas and resulted in lower GDP

to work as miners.

growth rates—4.9% in 2015 and 4.3% in 2016—and losses in

Economic overview
Bolivia is a resource rich country with strong growth attributed to
captive markets for natural gas exports—to Brazil and Argentina.
However, the country remains one of the least developed
countries in South America because of state-oriented policies
that deter investment.

government revenue as well as fiscal and trade deficits.
A lack of foreign investment in the key sectors of mining and
hydrocarbons, along with conflict among social groups, pose
challenges for the Bolivian economy. In 2015, President Evo
Morales expanded eﬀorts to court international investment and
boost Bolivia’s energy production capacity. Morales passed an
investment law and promised not to nationalize additional
61

industries in an eﬀort to improve the investment climate. In early

4. Bolivia’s agricultural sector will continue to grow. But in

2016, the Government of Bolivia approved the 2016-2020

order to do so, Bolivian businesses will need new technology

National Economic and Social Development Plan aimed at

in products ranging from irrigation to farm equipment. The

maintaining growth of 5% and reducing poverty.

Bolivian government is also considering allowing the use of

Doing business in Bolivia

bioengineered crops in order to increase production.
5. The Bolivian government wants to promote Foreign Direct

Top five reasons to consider Bolivia:
1. The Bolivian economy is still growing. For the past ten years,
the economy has grown by nearly 5% annually and Bolivia’s

Investment (FDI). Some of President Evo Morales’ cabinet and
advisors appear to understand that increasing FDI will be key
to sustaining the country’s economic growth.

growth rates have led South America for each of the past five
years. This has led to a dramatic increase in the size and
purchasing power of an emergent middle class.
2. Bolivians like American products. Made in the USA generally
signals quality and innovation to Bolivian consumers. Bolivians
also like to purchase U.S. products due to the status they
confer. For larger purchases by local governments, U.S.
products and services are viewed as reliable due to customer
service standards, warranties, and maintenance plans.
3. Bolivia is rich in non-renewable natural resources. Mining
and hydrocarbons are some of Bolivia’s largest export sectors,
and there is still room to grow. In addition to presently mined
minerals such as zinc, silver, lead, and tin, Bolivia boasts
significant lithium deposits, which remain mostly unexploited.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the International Trade Administration’s “Bolivia
- County Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 8

Brazil

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Brazil.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Brazil.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Brazil.

Figure 8.1: Brazil at a glance
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Introduction

Michel Temer served the remainder of her second term. In
October 2018, Jair Bolsonaro won the presidency with 55% of

Following more than three centuries under Portuguese rule, Brazil
gained its independence in 1822, maintaining a monarchical

the vote and assumed oﬃce on 1 January 2019.

system of government until the abolition of slavery in 1888 and

Demographic profile

the subsequent proclamation of a republic by the military in 1889.

Brazil's rapid fertility decline since the 1960s is the main factor

Brazilian coﬀee exporters politically dominated the country until
populist leader Getulio Vargas rose to power in 1930. By far the
largest and most populous country in South America, Brazil
underwent more than a half century of populist and military
government until 1985, when the military regime peacefully ceded
power to civilian rulers.
Brazil continues to pursue industrial and agricultural growth and
development of its interior. Having successfully weathered a

behind the country's slowing population growth rate, aging
population, and fast-paced demographic transition. Brasilia has
not taken full advantage of its large working-age population to
develop its human capital and strengthen its social and economic
institutions but is funding a study abroad program to bring
advanced skills back to the country. The current favorable age
structure will begin to shift around 2025, with the labor force
shrinking and the elderly starting to compose an increasing share

period of global financial diﬃculty in the late 20th century, Brazil

of the total population.

was seen as one of the world's strongest emerging markets and a

Well-funded public pensions have nearly wiped out poverty

contributor to global growth. The awarding of the 2014 FIFA
World Cup and 2016 Summer Olympic Games, the first ever to be
held in South America, was seen as symbolic of the country's
rise. However, from about 2013 to 2016, Brazil was plagued by a
sagging economy, high unemployment, and high inflation, only
emerging from recession in 2017.
Former President Dilma Rouseﬀ (2011-2016) was removed from
oﬃce in 2016 by Congress for having committed impeachable
acts against Brazil's budgetary laws, and her vice president,

among the elderly, and Bolsa Familia and other social programs
have lifted tens of millions out of poverty. More than half of
Brazil's population is considered middle class, but poverty and
income inequality levels remain high; the Northeast, North, and
Center-West, women, and black, mixed race, and indigenous
populations are disproportionately aﬀected. Disparities in
opportunities foster social exclusion and contribute to Brazil's
high crime rate, particularly violent crime in cities and favelas
(slums).
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Brazil has traditionally been a net recipient of immigrants, with its

businesses and contractors but creating opportunities for foreign

southeast being the prime destination. After the importation of

companies to step into what had been a closed market.

African slaves was outlawed in the mid-19th century, Brazil
sought Europeans (Italians, Portuguese, Spaniards, and Germans)
and later Asians (Japanese) to work in agriculture, especially
coﬀee cultivation. Recent immigrants come mainly from
Argentina, Chile, and Andean countries (many are unskilled illegal
migrants) or are returning Brazilian nationals. Since Brazil's
economic downturn in the 1980s, emigration to the United States,
Europe, and Japan has been rising but is negligible relative to
Brazil's total population. The majority of these emigrants are welleducated and middle-class. Fewer Brazilian peasants are
emigrating to neighboring countries to take up agricultural work.

The succeeding TEMER administration has implemented a series
of fiscal and structural reforms to restore credibility to
government finances. Congress approved legislation in December
2016 to cap public spending. Government spending growth had
pushed public debt to 73.7% of GDP at the end of 2017, up from
over 50% in 2012. The government also boosted infrastructure
projects, such as oil and natural gas auctions, in part to raise
revenues. Other economic reforms, proposed in 2016, aim to
reduce barriers to foreign investment, and to improve labor
conditions. Policies to strengthen Brazil’s workforce and industrial
sector, such as local content requirements, have boosted

Economic overview

employment, but at the expense of investment.

Brazil is the eighth-largest economy in the world, but is

Brazil is a member of the Common Market of the South

recovering from a recession in 2015 and 2016 that ranks as the

(Mercosur), a trade bloc that includes Argentina, Paraguay and

worst in the country’s history. In 2017, Brazil’s GDP grew 1%,

Uruguay—Venezuela’s membership in the organization was

inflation fell to historic lows of 2.9%, and the Central Bank

suspended In August 2017. After the Asian and Russian financial

lowered benchmark interest rates from 13.75% in 2016 to 7%.

crises, Mercosur adopted a protectionist stance to guard against

The economy has been negatively aﬀected by multiple corruption
scandals involving private companies and government oﬃcials,

exposure to volatile foreign markets and it currently is negotiating
Free Trade Agreements with the European Union and Canada.

including the impeachment and conviction of Former President
Dilma ROUSSEFF in August 2016. Sanctions against the firms
involved—some of the largest in Brazil—have limited their
business opportunities, producing a ripple eﬀect on associated

This section was reproduced in accordance with the licensing
for the CIA’s The World Factbook.
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Doing business in Brazil
Brazil continues to be an excellent market for experienced U.S.
exporters across a wide range of sectors, despite the economy
experiencing a slow down as a result of the pandemic. The
aggressive response by the Brazilian government to pump money
into the economy and oﬀer generous unemployment benefits has
economists forecasting a return to positive GDP growth for 2021.
U.S. exporters and those firms willing to become knowledgeable
of regulatory and country-specific challenges can do well in
Brazil. In 2019, Brazil was the United States’ ninth largest export
market and its 14th largest trading partner. The United
States exported $67.3 billion in goods and services to Brazil,
while the United States imported $37.6 billion in Brazilian goods
and services, representing a $29.7 billion U.S. trade
surplus. Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro has made eﬀorts to
strengthen the Brazil-U.S. trade relationship, and he has
expressed a desire for the United States to supplant China in
becoming Brazil’s number one trading partner.
After the United States, Brazil is the Western Hemisphere’s
second largest population and economy. In reaction to the global
viral pandemic, the Government of Brazil (GoB) has made eﬀorts
to encourage private sector participation in economic recovery
and revitalization. July 2020 Brazilian sanitation legislation aims to
universalize water, wastewater, and solid waste management for

Figure 8.2: Value of U.S. agricultural imports from Brazil from 1990 to
2020 in U.S. billions

all Brazilians and requires that public bids be open to private
players. U.S.-Brazil trade facilitation cooperation and a
substantial slate of transportation and logistics infrastructure
projects promise to help further reduce the “Custo Brasil,” which
is the traditional notion that doing business in Brazil can be
costly.
The largest healthcare market in South America spends 9.1% of
its GDP in healthcare and 70% of the approximately 6,500
hospitals are private. Imported medical devices correspond to
80% of the market in Brazil and the United States represents
29% of this share. Brazil ranks among the top seven markets in
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size for drugs and pharmaceuticals, with market growth of

Doing business in Brazil requires intimate knowledge of the local

10.74% in 2019. Despite the strong dollar, U.S. drug exports to

environment, including the high direct and indirect costs of doing

Brazil are expected to continue an upward trend.

business in Brazil commonly referred to as the “Custo Brasil.” The

Brazil is South America’s top oil producer and owns the largest
recoverable ultra-deep oil reserves in the world, with 94% of
Brazil’s oil production produced oﬀshore. Brazil is also the largest
electricity market in South America and the seventh largest

World Bank’s Doing Business 2020 report ranks Brazil 124 out of
190 countries in terms of ease of doing business, falling from
number 109 in 2019 despite numerous positive economic
reforms.

globally in electricity generation capacity. Renewable energy

Companies seeking to enter the Brazilian market should be

makes up a large percentage of the energy mix at 45%, and both

prepared to identify local partners to help navigate Brazil’s

current and future installed capacity represent an opportunity for

complex legal and regulatory system. The top challenges U.S.

U.S. firms to provide much needed solutions within energy

companies doing business in Brazil face include:

storage, transmission & distribution, and eﬃciency.

• The current economic crisis, which has driven down business

In December 2019, the Brazilian Congress ratified the Technology

and consumer demand and caused Brazil’s currency, the real,

Safeguards Agreement (TSA), which unlocked the use of U.S.

to weaken significantly, which lowers Brazilian buying power for

technology in suborbital and orbital space launch operations from

U.S.-made products.

the Alcantara Space Launch Center. Aviation has been hit hard
globally, but Brazil remains one of only six countries in the world
that manufactures commercial jets and has been one of the top
10 export destinations of U.S. aerospace products over many
years.
Brazil also remains the largest South American source of Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) in the United States. In 2019, the United
States received $45.7 billion in job creating FDI from Brazil.

• Brazil’s high taxes, high import tariﬀs, and complicated tax
system.
• A variety of non-tariﬀ barriers, including a complicated
regulatory system, lack of adequate or eﬀective intellectual
property protection and enforcement, its use of Brazil-unique
standards and lack of recognition of international standards
commonly used in the United States, among others.
• High logistics costs resulting from poorly developed
infrastructure and ineﬃcient customs processes.
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• Non-transparent public procurement processes that favor local

This economic downturn will make U.S. products more expensive

players due to local content requirements and high levels of

to Brazilian buyers and reduce purchasing power of consumers

corruption.

and put Brazil’s infrastructure investment plans at risk of delay.

Companies should be prepared to make a long-term commitment
to the market, as it will take time to establish and build
relationships locally. Given that imported U.S. products will likely
be more expensive than local products, your company will need
to be prepared to make the case for your product’s overall value,
including any before- and after-sales services you plan to provide.
You may also wish to work with our team to identify potential

However, Brazil is the largest economy in the region and
implementation of the Bolsonaro administration’s planned reforms
could assist its recovery. Given the generally high demand for
U.S. products, companies that invest time in developing
partnerships in Brazil will be more successful during the
economic recovery.
Taxes & tariﬀs

tools that can help to mitigate Brazil’s high tariﬀs and taxes.

Brazil applies federal and state taxes and charges to imports that

These include programs such as the ex-tarifario, (temporary

can eﬀectively double the cost of imported products in Brazil. The

waiver of import duties on products not produced in Brazil).

complexities of Brazil’s domestic tax system, including multiple

Eﬀects of the economic crisis
President Bolsonaro entered oﬃce on January 1, 2019, promising
to make significant economic reforms. While he has made
progress advancing his economic agenda including passage of a
much-needed reform of Brazil’s pension and social security
system, much remains to be done and the 2020 economic crisis
as a result of the global pandemic puts much of his reform eﬀorts
at risk. As of late December 2020, analysts expect Brazil’s GDP to
contract by around 4.4% in 2020, less severe than early
predictions of a drop of 9%.

cascading taxes and tax disputes among the various states, pose
numerous challenges for all companies operating in and
exporting to Brazil, including U.S. firms.
Brazil’s average Most Favored Nation (MFN) applied tariﬀ rate
was 13.4% in 2018 (latest data available). However, Brazil’s
simple average WTO bound tariﬀ rate is much higher, at 31.4%.
This means Brazil could decide to raise its tariﬀ rates up to the
bound rates at any given time, which introduces significant
uncertainty for exporters. Brazil frequently increases and
decreases tariﬀs, within the flexibilities established by the
Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR), to protect domestic
industries from import competition and to manage prices.
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Non-tariﬀ barriers
Regulatory burden
Brazil currently ranks last (141/141) in the World Economic
Forum’s 2019 Global Competitiveness Report for “Burden of

regulators also sometimes require that testing and certification of
products be done locally, which adds to the time and costs
required to get your product approved for sale in Brazil.
Intellectual property protection

Government Regulation.” Companies will need to navigate a

Brazil has been on the USTR Special 301 Watch List since 2007.

complex web of federal, state, and local regulations aﬀecting their

The annual Special 301 report includes comments on Brazil and

products. In addition, Brazilian regulatory authorities do not

reflects concerns about the high levels of counterfeiting and

always follow a transparent, consistent process for developing or

piracy, including online piracy and the use of unlicensed software,

modifying regulations. Brazil is working to improve its regulatory

and the country’s insuﬃcient enforcement regime. At the end of

practices through recent reforms, including its Regulatory

2019, Brazil and the United States upgraded their Patent

Agencies Law and Economic Freedoms Law. These reforms

Prosecution Highway (PHH) pilot to now cover all technologies.

should work to reduce the burden of regulation and improve the

While Brazil continues to have long delays in the examination and

regulatory development process. Brazil plans to increase its use

processing of patents, it has taken positive institutional measures

of tools such as public consultation and regulatory impact

to lower patent pendency. In any foreign market, companies

analysis to improve the quality of its regulations.

should consider several general principles for eﬀective protection

Standards
Companies must also be prepared to meet diﬀerent standards

of their intellectual property.
Logistics costs: customs & infrastructure

and technical requirements from those used in the United States

Once a sale is made, companies should be prepared to face high

in order to sell their product in Brazil. This may mean that even if

costs and delays getting goods into market due to a complicated

you have already tested your product and successfully met

tax system, bureaucratic customs procedures and inadequate

technical requirements in the United States, you may need to re-

infrastructure. However, as a result of recent improvements in

test and re-certify the product to the technical requirements used

Brazil’s single window and Brazil’s changing culture to address

in Brazil. It may also mean you will need to modify your product in

border clearance ineﬃciencies, clearance overhead time and

order to meet the requirements in the Brazilian market. Brazilian

costs are falling. The World Bank’s 2020 Doing Business Report
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ranks Brazil 108 of the 190 for trading across borders. While a

However, in preparation for GPA, the country is adopting a new

slight drop from the 106 ranking in 2019, it remains a huge

bidding law, (PL 4.253/2020), which will have a phased

improvement from 2017 Doing Business data that ranked Brazil

implementation over the next two years. U.S. and international

149 of 189. Companies should make sure to identify a customs

companies participating in Brazil’s public procurement should see

broker in Brazil to help navigate the complicated processes. In a

substantial improvements, including standardizing bidding

2017 report, The World Bank ranked Brazil 108 out of 137

deadlines, implementing electronic bidding processes, publishing

countries terms of quality of infrastructure. Companies should be

government bids in a national procurement portal, and more

prepared to spend more time getting their goods to their

flexibility in access and equality for foreigners in regards to

customers.

required documentation. For projects in architectural and

Public procurement processes: local content requirements,
corruption
The Government of Brazil (GOB) is the nation’s largest buyer of
goods and services. Navigating the government procurement

engineering services, Brazil will require that bidders use Building
Information Modeling or a similar international standard in their
projects. There will continue to be national preferences, for small
businesses for example, however, the overall goal is for public
bids at the federal, state and municipalities to align with WTO and

process, however, may prove challenging. Brazil is not yet a

international standards.

member of the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Government

Brazil has laws, regulations, and penalties to combat corruption,

Procurement Agreement (GPA) but submitted its application to
join in May 2020. Brazil’s procurement law as of early 2020
oﬀered “margins of preference” to domestic firms bidding on
government contracts. As such, U.S. exporters may find
themselves at a competitive disadvantage if they do not have a
significant in-country presence, whether via established

and the government is working to improve its eﬀectiveness.
Bribery is illegal and a bribe by a company to a foreign oﬃcial can
result in criminal penalties for individuals and administrative
penalties, including fines and potential disqualification from
government contracts, for companies.

partnerships with Brazilian entities or some type of Brazilian
subsidiary, along with the endurance and financial resources to
respond to legal challenges and bureaucratic issues.

This section was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the International Trade Administration’s “Brazil Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 9

Chile

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Chile.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Chile.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Chile.
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Figure 9.1: Chile at a glance

Introduction

countries. Nevertheless, with its dependency ratio nearing its low
point, Chile could benefit from its favorable age structure. It will

Prior to the arrival of the Spanish in the 16th century, the Inca

need to keep its large working-age population productively

ruled northern Chile for nearly a century while an indigenous

employed, while preparing to provide for the needs of its growing

people, the Mapuche, inhabited central and southern Chile.

proportion of elderly people, especially as women—the traditional

Although Chile declared its independence in 1810, it did not

caregivers—increasingly enter the workforce.

achieve decisive victory over the Spanish until 1818. In the War of
the Pacific (1879-83), Chile defeated Peru and Bolivia to win its
present northern regions. In the 1880s, the Chilean central
government gained control over the central and southern regions
inhabited by the Mapuche.
After a series of elected governments, the three-year-old Marxist
government of Salvador ALLENDE was overthrown in 1973 by a
military coup led by General Augusto PINOCHET, who ruled until
a democratically-elected president was inaugurated in 1990.
Economic reforms, maintained consistently since the 1980s,
contributed to steady growth, reduced poverty rates by over half,
and helped secure the country's commitment to democratic and
representative government. Chile has increasingly assumed
regional and international leadership roles befitting its status as a

Over the last two decades, Chile has made great strides in
reducing its poverty rate, which is now lower than most South
American countries. However, its severe income inequality ranks
as the worst among members of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development. Unequal access to quality
education perpetuates this uneven income distribution.
Chile has historically been a country of emigration but has slowly
become more attractive to immigrants since transitioning to
democracy in 1990 and improving its economic stability (other
regional destinations have concurrently experienced deteriorating
economic and political conditions). Most of Chile's small but
growing foreign-born population consists of transplants from
other South American countries, especially Peru.

stable, democratic nation.

Economic overview

Demographic profile

Chile has a market-oriented economy characterized by a high

Chile is in the advanced stages of demographic transition and is
becoming an aging society—with fertility below replacement level,
low mortality rates, and life expectancy on par with developed

level of foreign trade and a reputation for strong financial
institutions and sound policy that have given it the strongest
sovereign bond rating in South America. Exports of goods and
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services account for approximately one-third of GDP, with

separate from Central Bank reserves—amounted to more than

commodities making up some 60% of total exports. Copper is

$23.5 billion. Chile used these funds to finance fiscal stimulus

Chile’s top export and provides 20% of government revenue.

packages during the 2009 economic downturn.

From 2003 through 2013, real growth averaged almost 5% per

In 2014, then-President Michelle Bachelet introduced tax reforms

year, despite a slight contraction in 2009 that resulted from the

aimed at delivering her campaign promise to fight inequality and

global financial crisis. Growth slowed to an estimated 1.4% in

to provide access to education and health care. The reforms are

2017. A continued drop in copper prices prompted Chile to

expected to generate additional tax revenues equal to 3% of

experience its third consecutive year of slow growth.

Chile’s GDP, mostly by increasing corporate tax rates to OECD

Chile deepened its longstanding commitment to trade
liberalization with the signing of a free trade agreement with the

averages.

Doing business in Chile

US, eﬀective 1 January 2004. Chile has 26 trade agreements
covering 60 countries including agreements with the EU,

With civil unrest in late 2019 and the impact visited on the country

Mercosur, China, India, South Korea, and Mexico. In May 2010,

from spread of the COVID-19 virus, Chile experienced significant

Chile signed the OECD Convention, becoming the first South

economic decline in 2019-2020. Estimates by Chile’s Central

American country to join the OECD. In October 2015, Chile

Bank, the International Development Bank and others project that

signed the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade agreement, which was

the economy could decline by about 7.5% in 2020. But the same

finalized as the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific

projections also show, absent any civil strife and outbreaks of the

Partnership (CPTPP) and signed at a ceremony in Chile in March

pandemic, that Chile is poised to recover quickly and likely to

2018.

enjoy significant growth in 2021 upwards of 5%. Growth will

The Chilean government has generally followed a countercyclical
fiscal policy, under which it accumulates surpluses in sovereign
wealth funds during periods of high copper prices and economic

depend on trends in the mining sector, particularly in the pricing
of copper and lithium, both important to Chile in its overseas
trade.

growth, and generally allows deficit spending only during periods

In spite of recent developments, Chile continues to be a strong

of low copper prices and growth. As of 31 October 2016, those

trading partner and export market for U.S. companies, largely due

sovereign wealth funds—kept mostly outside the country and
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to its open market policies, zero tariﬀs, democratic government,
solid business practices, and low corruption.
As the United States-Chile Free Trade Agreement (FTA) concludes
its 16th year, trade of products and services between the two
countries continues to be a resounding success. As of January 1,
2004, duties were reduced to zero on 90% of U.S. exports to
Chile, and in January 2015, all remaining tariﬀs were phased out,
such that all U.S.-origin products enter Chile tariﬀ-free. In 2019,
U.S. exports of goods totaled $15.7 billion, or more than four
times the pre-FTA figures. Bilateral trade in goods between the
United States and Chile totaled $26 billion. Overall, the U.S.
enjoyed a $5.3 billion trade surplus with Chile in 2019, a trend
that has continued into 2020, although the level of trade has
declined since April (as of August 2020).
In addition to the $12.9 billion in goods, the U.S. exports about

Image 9.1: Mining is Chile’s largest industry, and copper is the world’s most
in-demand industrial metal, of which Chile provides one-third of the global

$5.6 billion in services to Chile. Chile is the 20th largest goods
trading partner for the U.S., and the U.S. is Chile’s second-largest
trading partner after China, which overtook the U.S. as the largest
trading partner four years ago. Chinese-Chilean bilateral trade
has increased significantly in recent years; however, the United
States maintains a broader and more dynamic and diverse
trading relationship with Chile.

supply.

$11 billion. Total FDI stock from the U.S. in Chile stood at $26
billion at the end of 2018 (last year of information available),
representing the largest source of FDI in the country. Chile has
generally held a reputation of general macroeconomic stability,
earning at least “AA” ratings or the equivalent from Moody’s,
Fitch, and other rating agencies. The eﬀect of civil unrest (in

According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and

October 2019) remains to be seen in terms of any changes in

Development (UNCTAD), global foreign direct investment (FDI)

these ratings.

inflows to Chile grew significantly in 2019 with inflows of about
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The Chilean peso floats freely on international markets. As Chile’s

in 2010, only the second South American country to join after

economy is based largely on the mining industry, the economy—

Mexico.

and therefore, the value of the peso—depends largely on the
trends in the price of copper and lithium, its main exports in this
sector. Over the last year, the peso has fluctuated between
650-750 Chilean pesos (CLP) to the U.S. Dollar.

Chile has successfully negotiated Free Trade Agreements with 62
countries around the world, notably with Europe, China, India,
and North America, among many others. As such, competition is
fierce, and Chile’s nearly 19 million citizens have excellent access

Chile also performs well in terms of government eﬃciency, low

to the world’s products and services. This oﬀers a unique

levels of corruption, and openness to foreign trade. Chile is

opportunity for U.S. exporters interested in expanding their

consistently the highest-ranked country in South America in

businesses in arguably the most open and stable market in South

terms of economic competitiveness. According to the World

America.

Economic Forum’s (WEF) Global Competitiveness Report 2019,
Chile maintained its ranking of 33rd in the world for
competitiveness, while IMD assessed Chile to be 38th worldwide,
both surveys ranking Chile highest in the region. WEF estimates
Chile’s GDP per capita (Purchasing Power Parity) to be about

In 2010, the United States and Chile concluded the negotiations
of a bilateral tax treaty, which was ratified by the Chilean
Congress in September 2015. The treaty has not yet been ratified
by the U.S. Senate.

$24,000. Transparency International ranks Chile 26th out of 168
countries in its Corruption Perceptions 2019 Index.
Chile continues to pursue market-oriented strategies, expand
global commercial ties, and actively participate in international
issues and hemispheric free trade. Chile is a member of the
Pacific Alliance, the Rio Group, an associate member of
Mercosur, a full member of APEC, and a founding member of the

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the

Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CP-

licensing for the International Trade Administration’s “Chile -

TPP) and UNASUR. Chile became the 31st member of the OECD

Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 10

Colombia

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Colombia.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Colombia.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Colombia.
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Figure 10.1: Colombia at a glance

Introduction

Government has stepped up eﬀorts to expand its presence into
every one of its administrative departments. Despite decades of

Colombia was one of the three countries that emerged after the

internal conflict and drug-related security challenges, Colombia

dissolution of Gran Colombia in 1830 (the others are Ecuador and

maintains relatively strong democratic institutions characterized

Venezuela). A decades-long conflict between government forces,

by peaceful, transparent elections and the protection of civil

paramilitaries, and antigovernment insurgent groups heavily

liberties.

funded by the drug trade, principally the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC), escalated during the 1990s. More

Demographic profile

than 31,000 former United Self Defense Forces of Colombia

Colombia is in the midst of a demographic transition resulting

(AUC) paramilitaries demobilized by the end of 2006, and the
AUC as a formal organization ceased to operate.
In the wake of the paramilitary demobilization, illegal armed
groups arose, whose members include some former
paramilitaries. After four years of formal peace negotiations, the
Colombian Government signed a final peace accord with the

from steady declines in its fertility, mortality, and population
growth rates. The birth rate has fallen from more than 6 children
per woman in the 1960s to just above replacement level today as
a result of increased literacy, family planning services, and
urbanization. However, income inequality is among the worst in
the world, and more than a third of the population lives below the

FARC in November 2016, which was subsequently ratified by the

poverty line.

Colombian Congress.

Colombia experiences significant legal and illegal economic

The accord calls for members of the FARC to demobilize, disarm,

emigration and refugee outflows. Large-scale labor emigration

and reincorporate into society and politics. The accord also
committed the Colombian Government to create three new
institutions to form a 'comprehensive system for truth, justice,
reparation, and non-repetition,' to include a truth commission, a
special unit to coordinate the search for those who disappeared
during the conflict, and a 'Special Jurisdiction for Peace' to
administer justice for conflict-related crimes. The Colombian

dates to the 1960s; the United States and, until recently,
Venezuela have been the main host countries. Emigration to
Spain picked up in the 1990s because of its economic growth,
but this flow has since diminished because of Spain’s ailing
economy and high unemployment. Colombia has been the largest
source of South American refugees in South America, nearly
400,000 of whom live primarily in Venezuela and Ecuador.
Venezuela’s political and economic crisis since 2015, however,
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has created a reverse flow, consisting largely of Colombians
returning home.
Forced displacement continues to be prevalent because of
violence among guerrillas, paramilitary groups, and Colombian
security forces. Afro-Colombian and indigenous populations are
disproportionately aﬀected. Even with the Colombian
Government’s December 2016 peace agreement with the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), the risk of
displacement remains as other rebel groups fill the void left by the
FARC.
Between 1985 and September 2017, nearly 7.6 million persons
have been internally displaced, the highest total in the world.
These estimates may undercount actual numbers because many

Image 10.1: Colombia is the world’s second largest exporter of cut flowers.

internally displaced persons are not registered. Historically,

are Venezuela, the US, Mexico, and Argentina. Colombia has also

Colombia also has one of the world’s highest levels of forced

become a transit area for illegal migrants from Africa, Asia, and

disappearances. About 30,000 cases have been recorded over

the Caribbean—especially Haiti and Cuba—who are en route to

the last four decades—although the number is likely to be much

the US or Canada.

higher—including human rights activists, trade unionists, AfroColombians, indigenous people, and farmers in rural conflict
zones.

Colombia heavily depends on energy and mining exports, making
it vulnerable to fluctuations in commodity prices. Colombia is
South America’s fourth largest oil producer and the world’s fourth

Because of political violence and economic problems, Colombia

largest coal producer, third largest coﬀee exporter, and second

received limited numbers of immigrants during the 19th and 20th

largest cut flowers exporter. Colombia’s economic development is

centuries, mostly from the Middle East, Europe, and Japan. More

hampered by inadequate infrastructure, poverty, narcotraﬃcking,

recently, growth in the oil, mining, and manufacturing sectors has

and an uncertain security situation, in addition to dependence on

attracted increased labor migration; the primary source countries
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primary commodities (goods that have little value-added from

hopes to accede to the Organization for Economic Cooperation

processing or labor inputs).

and Development.

Colombia’s economy slowed in 2017 because of falling world

Doing business in Colombia

market prices for oil and lower domestic oil production due to
insurgent attacks on pipeline infrastructure. Although real GDP

The Republic of Colombia is the fourth-largest economy in South

growth averaged 4.7% during the past decade, it fell to an

America, after Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina, and has the third-

estimated 1.8% in 2017. Declining oil prices also have

largest population with approximately 50 million inhabitants. An

contributed to reduced government revenues. In 2016, oil revenue

improved security environment and steady economic growth prior

dropped below 4% of the federal budget and likely remained

to the COVID-19 pandemic made Colombia one of South

below 4% in 2017. A Western credit rating agency in December

America’s more attractive destinations for exports and

2017 downgraded Colombia’s sovereign credit rating to BBB-,

investment. The country’s current President, Ivan Duque, is a pro-

because of weaker-than-expected growth and increasing external

business political moderate and a strong ally of the United States.

debt. Colombia has struggled to address local referendums

President Duque implemented aggressive measures in March

against foreign investment, which have slowed its expansion,

2020 to contain the COVID-19 pandemic, which included a

especially in the oil and mining sectors. Colombia’s FDI declined

national quarantine and closure of the country’s airspace to

by 3% to $10.2 billion between January and September 2017.

international and domestic flights through September 1, 2020.

Colombia has signed or is negotiating Free Trade Agreements
(FTA) with more than a dozen countries; the US-Colombia FTA
went into eﬀect in May 2012. Colombia is a founding member of
the Pacific Alliance—a regional trade block formed in 2012 by
Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru to promote regional trade and
economic integration. The Colombian government took steps in

While Coronavirus infection rates and fatalities in Colombia have
not been as high as other countries in the region, most notably
Brazil, the pandemic has nonetheless had a negative impact on
employment, government revenues, economic growth, and has
delayed implementation of many key projects and government
acquisitions.

2017 to address several bilateral trade irritants with the US,

The U.S.-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement (TPA), in eﬀect

including those on truck scrappage, distilled spirits,

since May 2012, initially gave a boost to U.S. exports to

pharmaceuticals, ethanol imports, and labor rights. Colombia

Colombia, but the growth rate has slowed in recent years due to
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a combination of factors. The main contributor has been a
depreciating and undervalued Colombian currency—the peso—
that has generally fallen in line with global oil prices (the county’s
principal export). A drought and a national strike in 2016 by
transportation workers led to a spike in inflation and put further
downward pressure on the Colombian peso.
Compounding these events was a tax reform package in 2017
that was viewed by many analysts and credit rating agencies as
insuﬃcient to shore up government revenue. The tax reform also
raised the national sales tax (VAT) from 16-19% and put a damper
on consumption. The country was seeing an uptick in economic
growth in 2019 following a rebound in consumer confidence and
domestic manufacturing, but the COVID-19 pandemic has
reversed much of this momentum, with the Colombian peso
sinking to a record low against the dollar on March 17, 2020.

Figure 10.2: Distribution of Colombian employment by economic sector

Colombia’s inflation rate remained stable at 3.8% throughout
2019 and within the Central Bank’s target range of 2-4%.
Inflationary pressures have remained low in 2020 and rates have
stayed within the Central Bank’s target rate due mainly to

According to the Colombian National Statistics Department

depressed consumer demand during the pandemic. Colombia’s

(DANE), Colombia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth was

Central Bank (Banco de la Republica) maintained benchmark

3.3% in 2019, compared to 2.7% in 2018. Before the onset of

interest rates at 4.25% throughout 2019 but has cut rates in 2020

COVID-19 in March 2020, the DANE had projected 2020 GDP

down to 2% as of September in an eﬀort to stimulate economic

growth of 3.7%, but the most recent projection by the

activity.

International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates a contraction of
Colombia’s economy of 7.8% in 2020. Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) into Colombia in 2019 increased by almost 26% and was
valued at USD 14.5 billion. Investments were concentrated in the
extractive industries.

In addition to the impact of COVID-19, the presence of
Venezuelan migrants in Colombia, estimated at approximately 1.7
million as of March 2020, will continue to put downward pressure
on Colombia’s economic growth and widen budget deficits.
Colombia’s Ministry of Finance estimates the cost of Venezuelan
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migrants to Colombia’s economy, especially the country’s

products, dairy, corn, and beans, and exports related to the

healthcare and education systems, was USD 1.2 billion in 2019

commercial aviation sector. Colombia’s ranking as an export

and will be USD 1.3 billion in 2020, which equals almost 1% of

market for U.S. agricultural products jumped from 24th place in

Colombia’s annual economic output. The Minister of Finance

2011 to 12th place in 2019. Agriculture exports to Colombia from

announced in March 2019 that the country’s annual fiscal deficit

the United States were valued at USD 2.6 billion in 2019, more

target will be relaxed from 2.4-2.7% of GDP due to the economic

than double their 2011 value. Grains used in animal feed continue

impact of Venezuelan migrants.

to see significant gains in the Colombian market.

Colombia’s Fiscal Rule, introduced in 2012, sets a goal for budget

Other U.S. exports to Colombia that have enjoyed significant

deficits to be within 1% of GDP by the year 2022. In 2020, the

growth since the implementation of the TPA include aircraft and

Ministry of Finance announced a suspension of the fiscal rule for

aircraft parts, which benefited from the elimination of a 5% tariﬀ

the years 2020 and 2021, citing the negative impact of COVID-19,

and which continue to see strong growth into 2020 despite the

the continuing slump in petroleum prices, and the global

COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on the airline industry. These

economic recession. Colombia’s budget deficit is currently

exports reached an average of nearly USD 666 million per year

estimated to be approximately 8% of GDP. Credit rating agencies

during the period 2013-2018, up from USD 334 million in 2011.

did not downgrade Colombia’s credit rating following the decision

Exports of pharmaceutical products, which amounted to USD 199

to relax the Fiscal Rule, but the move puts increased scrutiny on

million in 2011, have averaged almost USD 274 million per year

the country’s finances in the near term, and several credit rating

under the TPA.

agencies revised their outlook for Colombia from stable to
negative due to the economic contraction and increased
government spending on social programs and assistance related
to COVID-19.

The United States is Colombia’s largest trading partner and
Colombia was the 22nd largest market for U.S. exports in 2019.
U.S. exports to Colombia in 2019 were valued at USD 14.7 billion,
a decrease of 2% compared to the prior year. Due to Colombia’s

While the current exchange rate and strong dollar make U.S.

close political ties and geographic proximity to the United States

exports to Colombia relatively expensive and less competitive,

and Colombians’ appreciation for the quality and reliability of U.S

certain sectors are nonetheless seeing strong growth, especially

products, consumers in Colombia generally have a preference for

U.S. agricultural exports like pork, chicken, seafood, soy

U.S. products and services. However, Colombia is a price84

sensitive market and price often dictates purchasing decisions.

and major hotel developments are projected over the next 10

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on government revenues

years. President Duque recently announced the rollout of the

has made price an even greater consideration in public

country’s Fifth-Generation, or 5G, infrastructure initiative, a

procurement decisions. Consequently, Chinese products are

program that aims to invest over USD 4 billion in waterway, rail,

increasingly capturing market share and China is now Colombia’s

and airport transportation improvements.

second largest source of imports after the United States. China
mainly buys commodities from Colombia such as petroleum and
coal and is now Colombia’s second largest export market, with
2019 exports from Colombia to China reaching USD 4.5 billion.
The United States, however, is still the largest buyer of Colombian
products and imported over USD 11 billion in 2019.

The U.S.-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement (TPA) entered
into force in May 2012 and immediately eliminated import tariﬀs
on 80% of U.S. exports of consumer and industrial products to
Colombia, with remaining tariﬀs to be phased out over 10 years.
Other provisions include stronger protection for U.S. investors
(legal stability), expanded access to service markets, greater

In terms of foreign direct investment (FDI), China has been slower

intellectual property rights protection, market access for

to make inroads in Colombia to the same extent it has elsewhere

remanufactured goods, and improved dispute settlement

in the region, where Chinese firms are dominant players in energy

mechanisms (arbitration). The Colombian government has

and infrastructure projects. This scenario is changing rapidly,

implemented bilateral or multilateral trade agreements with most

however, as 2019 saw increased Chinese participation in various

countries in the Western Hemisphere, including the United States

sectors of the Colombian economy, including transportation, port

and Canada, and has trade agreements with the European Union,

and highway infrastructure, and ICT/Telecoms. China’s FDI flows

the Pacific Alliance (Colombia, Chile, Mexico and Peru), South

to Colombia in 2019 contracted by an estimated USD 9 million,

Korea, and a pending agreement with Panama. Colombia is also

compared to an increase of USD 2.6 billion for the United States.

in discussions with the United Kingdom to implement a Post

Extractive industries, such as coal mining and oil and gas

Brexit trade deal.

exploration and production, are the principal areas of U.S. foreign
direct investment in Colombia, followed by consumer goods,
information technology, franchising, and tourism. Greater
investments in Colombian infrastructure projects ranging from
roads, airport modernization, port construction and expansion,

Colombia has five commercial hubs in the country: Bogota,
Medellin, Cali, Barranquilla, and Cartagena. In contrast, most
South American countries have only one or two major cities, while
Colombia oﬀers U.S exporters access to multiple commercial
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hubs, each of which has its own American Chamber of

developing the “Orange Economy” (creative industries like film,

Commerce. While these cities and many other secondary cities

music, arts, design, programming, etc.), and combating labor

oﬀer unique market opportunities, they are close enough via air

informality and political corruption. Colombia could see a marked

routes that it is common to have one partner (agent, distributor, or

increase in foreign direct investment following its May 2018

a representative) cover the entire country.

invitation to accede to the Organization for Economic

Following the signing of the peace agreement with the FARC
insurgency group in 2016 and Colombia’s improving security
environment over the last two decades, the country is enjoying a
period of improved stability and economic prosperity that is
development in several key sectors, including infrastructure,
tourism, job training, education, and rural development. The

Cooperation and Development (OECD). Colombia’s OECD
membership was formalized by Colombia’s Constitutional Court
in 2020, with Colombia becoming the organization’s 37th
member. The United States was Colombia’s leading foreign
investor in 2019, with annual investment flows totaling USD 2.6
billion and a total FDI stock of USD 8.2 billion.

tighter government budgets and restrictions on travel that

Energy (oil and gas mining) accounts for the majority of foreign

resulted from the COVID-19 pandemic have put temporary

investment into Colombia from the United States, and the sector

dampers on many of these sectors’ near-term prospects, but all

experienced several recent developments that are opening up

are expected to rebound and remain priorities of the Colombian

new opportunities for U.S. companies. In January 2019, the

Government, especially rural development and tourism. The travel

Ministry of Mines and Energy renewed a 20-year extension of

restrictions and teleworking measures in place during the

U.S. mining concern Drummond’s La Loma mine. In February

COVID-19 pandemic are generating demand for virtual tools that

2019, Colombia’s majority state-owned oil company Ecopetrol

enable distance learning, virtual meetings, and virtual reality

announced it would spend over USD 500 million on three pilot

technologies that facilitate events like virtual trade missions and

projects that will use hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) to extract oil

high-level engagements. Teleworking measures are also

and gas, with involvement by U.S. companies such as

reinforcing demand for faster internet connectivity and

ExxonMobil. Although fracking remains controversial in Colombia

connectivity in more remote areas of the country.

and faces organized opposition, the pilot projects are a significant

In addition to rural development, tourism, and dealing with the
COVID-19 pandemic, President Duque’s priorities include

accomplishment and may pave the way for future projects using
fracking technology. In addition, there was a wave of new
exploration and production (E&P) contracts signed in 2019 after
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almost five years with almost no activity. Several blocks are in

transportation, and ports. USTDA grants have resulted in

oﬀshore areas of the Caribbean and were awarded to U.S.

significant contracts being awarded to U.S. companies at

companies, including Noble Energy and ExxonMobil. The

Colombia’s two oil refineries, and USTDA grants for customs

increase in oﬀshore activity is expected to reverse declines in

security and operational enhancements at the ports of Cartagena,

Colombia’s hydrocarbon sector and generate new business

Buenaventura, and Puerto Salgar should increase prospects for

opportunities, especially for maritime support services. In

U.S. exporters. Passage of the BUILD Act by the U.S. Congress

addition, EcoPetrol has initiated several fracking projects in the

in October 2018 gives the DFC more resources and strengthens

United States and is developing expertise in this area.

its mission and ability to help U.S. companies expand

Colombia’s extensive, ongoing infrastructure projects will
generate demand for project financing, design, logistics, as well
as equipment for construction of public roads and airports, water
treatment, water supply, electric power generation, oil and gas
exploration, pollution control technologies, port security, railway
construction, transportation, security and defense items and
services, and mass transit systems. The Fifth-Generation
infrastructure initiative will bolster demand for these services in
addition to creating demand for services related to river dredging,
airport master plans, urban planning, and other construction and
design services.
The United States Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), the
Development Finance Corporation (DFC, formerly the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation- OPIC), and the United States
Export Import Bank (EXIM) support U.S. companies to develop
export markets and make inroads in key sectors such as oil and
gas, petrochemicals, renewable energy, telecommunications,

internationally. In August 2020, the DFC announced the U.S.Colombia Growth Initiative, or America Crece, a multibillion-dollar,
bilateral initiative with a broad focus that includes rural
development, land titling, rule of law, infrastructure improvement,
alternative crops, and strategic communications. In May 2019,
the U.S. Senate confirmed three nominees as members of EXIM’s
board of directors and restored the export credit agency to full
financing capacity. The confirmation re-establishes the quorum
needed for EXIM to authorize transactions greater than USD 10
million.
Colombia is one of four countries in South America that is
authorized by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (USCBP) to
use its Global Entry program that allows expedited screening and
processing of low-risk, international visitors at airports in the
United States. President Duque also signed an agreement in
2019 with USCBP for a Preclearance facility at Bogota’s El
Dorado Airport that would allow Colombian travelers to land in
the United States as if they had flown on a domestic flight. Both
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of these programs will facilitate increased business and leisure
travel by Colombians to the United States. Colombia continues to
work with U.S. Government counterparts on the specifics of this
program, especially the financing angle of the Preclearance
installation.
Other opportunities for U.S. exporters include: agricultural
products like cotton, wheat, and pork; automotive parts and
accessories; aviation parts and accessories; computer hardware
and software services; IT equipment and services; electrical
power systems; safety and security equipment; food and
beverage processing and packaging equipment; medical
equipment; plastics materials and resins; oil and gas equipment;
and mining equipment.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the International Trade Administration’s
“Colombia - Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 11

Ecuador

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Ecuador.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Ecuador.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Ecuador.

Figure 11.1: Ecuador at a glance
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Introduction

but critics question the eﬃciency and implementation of its
national development plan. Nevertheless, the conditional cash

What is now Ecuador formed part of the northern Inca Empire

transfer program, which requires participants' children to attend

until the Spanish conquest in 1533. Quito became a seat of

school and have medical check-ups, has helped improve

Spanish colonial government in 1563 and part of the Viceroyalty

educational attainment and healthcare among poor children.

of New Granada in 1717. The territories of the Viceroyalty—New

Ecuador is stalled at above replacement level fertility and the

Granada (Colombia), Venezuela, and Quito—gained their

population most likely will keep growing rather than stabilize.

independence between 1819 and 1822 and formed a federation
known as Gran Colombia. When Quito withdrew in 1830, the
traditional name was changed in favor of the "Republic of the
Equator."

An estimated 2-3 million Ecuadorians live abroad, but increased
unemployment in key receiving countries—Spain, the United
States, and Italy—is slowing emigration and increasing the
likelihood of returnees to Ecuador. The first large-scale emigration

Between 1904 and 1942, Ecuador lost territories in a series of

of Ecuadorians occurred between 1980 and 2000, when an

conflicts with its neighbors. A border war with Peru that flared in

economic crisis drove Ecuadorians from southern provinces to

1995 was resolved in 1999. Although Ecuador marked 30 years of

New York City, where they had trade contacts. A second,

civilian governance in 2004, the period was marred by political

nationwide wave of emigration in the late 1990s was caused by

instability. Protests in Quito contributed to the mid-term ouster of

another economic downturn, political instability, and a currency

three of Ecuador's last four democratically elected presidents. In

crisis. Spain was the logical destination because of its shared

late 2008, voters approved a new constitution, Ecuador's 20th

language and the wide availability of low-skilled, informal jobs at

since gaining independence. General elections were held in April

a time when increased border surveillance made illegal migration

2021, and voters elected Guillermo Lasso president; he will take

to the US diﬃcult. Ecuador has a small but growing immigrant

oﬃce on 24 May 2021.

population and is South America's top recipient of refugees; 98%

Demographic profile
Ecuador's high poverty and income inequality most aﬀect

are neighboring Colombians fleeing violence in their country.
Economic overview

indigenous, mixed race, and rural populations. The government

Ecuador is substantially dependent on its petroleum resources,

has increased its social spending to ameliorate these problems,

which accounted for about a third of the country's export
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as an announcement in 2017 that Ecuador would terminate 13
bilateral investment treaties—including one with the US,
generated economic uncertainty and discouraged private
investment.
Faced with a 2013 trade deficit of $1.1 billion, Ecuador imposed
tariﬀ surcharges from 5% to 45% on an estimated 32% of
imports. Ecuador’s economy fell into recession in 2015 and
remained in recession in 2016. Declining oil prices and exports
forced the CORREA administration to cut government outlays.
Foreign investment in Ecuador is low as a result of the unstable
regulatory environment and weak rule of law.
In April of 2017, Lenin Moreno was elected President of Ecuador
by popular vote. His immediate challenge was to reengage the
private sector to improve cash flow in the country. Ecuador’s
economy returned to positive, but sluggish, growth. In early 2018,
Figure 11.2: Oil balance for Ecuador

the Moreno administration held a public referendum on seven
economic and political issues in a move counter to Correa-

earnings in 2017. Remittances from overseas Ecuadorian are also

administration policies, reduce corruption, strengthen democracy,

important.In 1999/2000, Ecuador's economy suﬀered from a

and revive employment and the economy. The referendum

banking crisis that lead to some reforms, including adoption of

resulted in repeal of taxes associated with recovery from the

the US dollar as legal tender. Dollarization stabilized the economy,

earthquake of 2016, reduced restrictions on metal mining in the

and positive growth returned in most of the years that followed.

Yasuni Intangible Zone—a protected area, and several political

China has become Ecuador's largest foreign lender since 2008

reforms.

and now accounts for 77.7% of the Ecuador’s bilateral debt.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the

Various economic policies under the Correa administration, such

licensing for the CIA’s The World Factbook.
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Chapter 12

Guyana

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Guyana.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Guyana.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Guyana.
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Figure 12.1: Guyana at a glance

Introduction
Originally a Dutch colony in the 17th century, by 1815 Guyana had
become a British possession. The abolition of slavery led to
settlement of urban areas by former slaves and the importation of
indentured servants from India to work the sugar plantations. The
resulting ethno-cultural divide has persisted and has led to
turbulent politics. Guyana achieved independence from the UK in
1966, and since then it has been ruled mostly by socialistoriented governments. In 1992, Cheddi Jagan was elected
president in what is considered the country's first free and fair
election since independence. After his death five years later, his
wife, Janet Jagan, became president but resigned in 1999 due to
poor health. Her successor, Bharrat Jagdeo, was elected in 2001
and again in 2006. Early elections held in May 2015 resulted in
the first change in governing party and the replacement of
President Donald RAMOTAR by current President David Granger.
After a December 2018 no-confidence vote against the
GRANGER government, national elections will be held before the
scheduled spring 2020 date.
Demographic profile
Guyana is the only English-speaking country in South America
and shares cultural and historical bonds with the Anglophone
Caribbean. Guyana's two largest ethnic groups are the AfroGuyanese (descendants of African slaves) and the Indo-Guyanese

Figure 12.2: Unemployment rate in Guyana from 1999 to 2020

(descendants of Indian indentured laborers), which together
comprise about three quarters of Guyana's population. Tensions
periodically have boiled over between the two groups, which
back ethnically based political parties and vote along ethnic lines.
Poverty reduction has stagnated since the late 1990s. About onethird of the Guyanese population lives below the poverty line;
indigenous people are disproportionately aﬀected. Although
Guyana's literacy rate is reported to be among the highest in the
Western Hemisphere, the level of functional literacy is
considerably lower, which has been attributed to poor education
quality, teacher training, and infrastructure.
Guyana's emigration rate is among the highest in the world—
more than 55% of its citizens reside abroad—and it is one of the
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largest recipients of remittances relative to GDP among South

estimated 3.2 billion barrels of oil were found oﬀshore and

American and Caribbean counties. Although remittances are a

Guyana is scheduled to become a petroleum producer by March

vital source of income for most citizens, the pervasive emigration

2020.

of skilled workers deprives Guyana of professionals in healthcare
and other key sectors. More than 80% of Guyanese nationals
with tertiary level educations have emigrated. Brain drain and the
concentration of limited medical resources in Georgetown
hamper Guyana's ability to meet the health needs of its
predominantly rural population. Guyana has one of the highest
HIV prevalence rates in the region and continues to rely on
international support for its HIV treatment and prevention
programs.
Economic overview
The Guyanese economy exhibited moderate economic growth in
recent years and is based largely on agriculture and extractive
industries. The economy is heavily dependent upon the export of
six commodities—sugar, gold, bauxite, shrimp, timber, and rice—
which represent nearly 60% of the country's GDP and are highly
susceptible to adverse weather conditions and fluctuations in
commodity prices. Guyana closed or consolidated several sugar
estates in 2017, reducing production of sugar to a forecasted
147,000 tons in 2018, less than half of 2017 production. Much of

Guyana's entrance into the Caricom Single Market and Economy
in January 2006 broadened the country's export market, primarily
in the raw materials sector. Guyana has experienced positive
growth almost every year over the past decade. Inflation has been
kept under control. Recent years have seen the government's
stock of debt reduced significantly—with external debt now less
than half of what it was in the early 1990s. Despite these
improvements, the government is still juggling a sizable external
debt against the urgent need for expanded public investment. In
March 2007, the Inter-American Development Bank, Guyana's
principal donor, canceled Guyana's nearly $470 million debt,
equivalent to 21% of GDP, which along with other Highly
Indebted Poor Country debt forgiveness, brought the debt-toGDP ratio down from 183% in 2006 to 52% in 2017. Guyana had
become heavily indebted as a result of the inward-looking, stateled development model pursued in the 1970s and 1980s. Chronic
problems include a shortage of skilled labor and a deficient
infrastructure.

Doing business in Guyana

Guyana's growth in recent years has come from a surge in gold
production. With a record-breaking 700,000 ounces of gold

Guyana is culturally open to U.S. products and services, which

produced in 2016, Gold production in Guyana has oﬀset the

enjoy favorable brand recognition. The quality and reliability of

economic eﬀects of declining sugar production. In January 2018,

U.S goods and services encourages businesses and consumers
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to purchase from the United States. The major political parties are

capital expenses within two years and the waiving of import

keen to attract Foreign Direct Investment.

duties and VAT on new equipment. Renewable energy costs

Oil and gas production and exploration: Guyana’s recent oil
producer status has transformed the construction and supporting
services prospects in the country as exploration and production
continues. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that the
Guyanese coastal area holds approximately 13.6 billion
recoverable oil reserves and gas reserves of 32 trillion cubic feet.
ExxonMobil publicly announced a commercially viable estimate of
eight billion recoverable oil equivalent barrels following the 19
discoveries made in Guyana, 16 of which were discovered by
Exxon.
Public private partnerships: The Government of Guyana (GoG)
in 2018 launched the Public Private Partnership framework. The
areas of development for opportunities include: mini and maxi
hydro plants, road and bridge infrastructure, plantation
agriculture, port development, and information technology farm
and agro industrial parks.
Renewable energy: The government of Guyana created special
tax incentives for companies utilizing renewable energy options
including: gasifiers, wind, solar and hydro. Furthermore, there are
opportunities for the development of micro-grids for outlying

continue to decrease, providing an attractive investment
opportunity to address Guyana’s unstable and high electricity
costs. Furthermore, Guyana’s Green State Development Strategy
(GSDS) aligns with the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals. GSDS prioritizes the transition to renewable and cleaner
energy sources, greater energy eﬃciency in the building sector
and achieving cleaner, more eﬃcient modes of transport. While
the Ali Administration may depart from the GSDS, the new
administration has signaled its interest in renewables energy
initiatives with calls for the resurrection of the hydropower
projects at both Amaila Falls and Kato, development of solar
parks, studies for wind power, and others.
Information and communication technology: Guyana has two
major telecommunication companies providing internet and
phone services, however, the country is experiencing small but
growing diversification of its information technologies services
industry. Tax concessions are available to investors and various
business process outsourcing centers have recently opened in
Guyana. Guyana’s unique position at the tip of South America
along with its English-speaking culture make it an attractive
destination for outsourcing centers. The COVID-19 pandemic has

regions.

catalyzed an adoption of e-banking services and this created an

A change in the income tax law in 2018 allows for the write-oﬀ of

Guyana’s labor force is well educated with a high literacy rate.

organic demand for financial technology companies in Guyana.
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Additionally, the country has a competitive wage rate in
comparison to Latin America.
Agriculture: Guyana is commonly referred to as a potential
breadbasket for the Caribbean. Guyana’s large productive lands
and robust water supply present enormous opportunities for
growth. Agriculture is a significant driver of Guyana’s economy,
accounting for an estimated 18% of GDP in 2019. Tax
concessions are available for investors in the agricultural sector.
While rice is the major agricultural export, opportunities exist for
aquaculture, agritourism, and processing of fruits and vegetables.
There are also opportunities to work with the state-owned
Guyana Sugar Corporation (GUYSUCO) as the government seeks
to revitalize the sugar industry and pivot into related agricultural
business.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the International Trade Administration’s “Guyana
- Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 13

Paraguay

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Paraguay.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Paraguay.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Paraguay.
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Figure 13.1: Paraguay at a glance

Introduction

women, increased use of contraception, and a desire for smaller
families among young women.

Paraguay achieved its independence from Spain in 1811. In the
disastrous War of the Triple Alliance (1865-70)—between
Paraguay and Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay—Paraguay lost
two-thirds of its adult males and much of its territory. The country
stagnated economically for the next half century. Following the
Chaco War of 1932-35 with Bolivia, Paraguay gained a large part
of the Chaco lowland region. The 35-year military dictatorship of
Alfredo Stroessner ended in 1989, and Paraguay has held
relatively free and regular presidential elections since the
country's return to democracy.
Demographic profile
Paraguay falls below the South American average in several
socioeconomic categories, including immunization rates, potable
water, sanitation, and secondary school enrollment, and has
greater rates of income inequality and child and maternal
mortality. Paraguay's poverty rate has declined in recent years
but remains high, especially in rural areas, with more than a third
of the population below the poverty line. However, the well-being
of the poor in many regions has improved in terms of housing
quality and access to clean water, telephone service, and
electricity. The fertility rate continues to drop, declining sharply
from an average 4.3 births per woman in the late 1990s to about
2 in 2013, as a result of the greater educational attainment of

Paraguay is a country of emigration; it has not attracted large
numbers of immigrants because of political instability, civil wars,
years of dictatorship, and the greater appeal of neighboring
countries. Paraguay first tried to encourage immigration in 1870
in order to rebound from the heavy death toll it suﬀered during the
War of the Triple Alliance, but it received few European and
Middle Eastern immigrants. In the 20th century, limited numbers
of immigrants arrived from Lebanon, Japan, South Korea, and
China, as well as Mennonites from Canada, Russia, and Mexico.
Large flows of Brazilian immigrants have been arriving since the
1960s, mainly to work in agriculture. Paraguayans continue to
emigrate to Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, the United States, Italy,
Spain, and France.
Economic overview
Landlocked Paraguay has a market economy distinguished by a
large informal sector, featuring re-export of imported consumer
goods to neighboring countries, as well as the activities of
thousands of microenterprises and urban street vendors. A large
percentage of the population, especially in rural areas, derives its
living from agricultural activity, often on a subsistence basis.
Because of the importance of the informal sector, accurate
economic measures are diﬃcult to obtain.
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has grown at a 4% average annual rate due to strong production
and high global prices, at a time when other countries in the
region have contracted.
The Paraguayan Government recognizes the need to diversify its
economy and has taken steps in recent years to do so. In
addition to looking for new commodity markets in the Middle East
and Europe, Paraguayan oﬃcials have promoted the country’s
low labor costs, cheap energy from its massive Itaipu
Hydroelectric Dam, and single-digit tax rate on foreign firms. As a
result, the number of factories operating in the country—mostly
transplants from Brazil—has tripled since 2014.
Corruption, limited progress on structural reform, and deficient
Image 13.1: Young soy plants on a farm in Paraguay, where agriculture is
the number one industry

On a per capita basis, real income has grown steadily over the
past five years as strong world demand for commodities,
combined with high prices and favorable weather, supported

infrastructure are the main obstacles to long-term growth. Judicial
corruption is endemic and is seen as the greatest barrier to
attracting more foreign investment. Paraguay has been adverse to
public debt throughout its history, but has recently sought to
finance infrastructure improvements to attract foreign investment.

Paraguay's commodity-based export expansion. Paraguay is the
fifth largest soy producer in the world. Drought hit in 2008,
reducing agricultural exports and slowing the economy even
before the onset of the global recession. The economy fell 3.8%
in 2009, as lower world demand and commodity prices caused
exports to contract. Severe drought and outbreaks of hoof-and-

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the

mouth disease in 2012 led to a brief drop in beef and other

licensing for the International Trade Administration’s

agricultural exports. Since 2014, however, Paraguay’s economy

“Paraguay - Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 14

Peru

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Peru.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Peru.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Peru.
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Figure 14.1: Peru at a glance

Introduction

and unemployment levels have fallen dramatically in the last
decade, and today Peru boasts one of the best performing

Ancient Peru was the seat of several prominent Andean

economies in South America. Pedro Pablo Kuczynski Godard

civilizations, most notably that of the Incas whose empire was

won a very narrow presidential runoﬀ election in June 2016.

captured by Spanish conquistadors in 1533. Peru declared its

Facing impeachment after evidence surfaced of his involvement

independence in 1821, and remaining Spanish forces were

in a vote-buying scandal, President Kuczynski oﬀered his

defeated in 1824. After a dozen years of military rule, Peru

resignation on 21 March 2018.

returned to democratic leadership in 1980, but experienced
economic problems and the growth of a violent insurgency.
President Alberto Fujimori's election in 1990 ushered in a decade
that saw a dramatic turnaround in the economy and significant
progress in curtailing guerrilla activity.

Two days later, First Vice President Martin Alberto Vizcarra
Cornejo was sworn in as president. On 30 September 2019,
President Vizcarra invoked his constitutional authority to dissolve
Peru's Congress after months of battling with the body over
anticorruption reforms. New congressional elections took place

Nevertheless, the president's increasing reliance on authoritarian

on 26 January 2020 resulting in the return of an opposition-led

measures and an economic slump in the late 1990s generated

legislature. President Vizcarra was impeached by Congress on 9

mounting dissatisfaction with his regime, which led to his

November 2020 for a second time and removed from oﬃce after

resignation in 2000. A caretaker government oversaw a new

being accused of corruption and mishandling of the COVID-19

election in the spring of 2001, which installed Alejandro Toledo

pandemic.

Manrique as the new head of government—Peru's first
democratically elected president of indigenous ethnicity. The
presidential election of 2006 saw the return of Alan GARCIA Perez
who, after a disappointing presidential term from 1985 to 1990,
oversaw a robust economic rebound.

Because of vacancies in the vice-presidential positions,
constitutional succession led to the President of the Peruvian
Congress, Manuel Merino, becoming the next president of Peru.
His ascension to oﬃce was not well received by the population,
and large protests forced his resignation on 15 November 2020.

Former army oﬃcer Ollanta Humala Tasso was elected president

On 17 November, Francisco SagastiI assumed the position of

in June 2011, and carried on the sound, market-oriented

President of Peru after being appointed President of the

economic policies of the three preceding administrations. Poverty

Congress the previous day.
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About a quarter to a third of Peruvian children aged 6 to 14 work,
often putting in long hours at hazardous mining or construction
sites.
Peru was a country of immigration in the 19th and early 20th
centuries but has become a country of emigration in the last few
decades. Beginning in the 19th century, Peru brought in Asian
contract laborers mainly to work on coastal plantations.
Populations of Chinese and Japanese descent—among the
largest in South America—are economically and culturally
influential in Peru today. Peruvian emigration began rising in the
1980s due to an economic crisis and a violent internal conflict,
Figure 14.2: Peru’s unemployment rate from 1999 to 2020

Demographic profile
Peru's urban and coastal communities have benefited much more
from recent economic growth than rural, Afro-Peruvian,
indigenous, and poor populations of the Amazon and mountain

but outflows have stabilized in the last few years as economic
conditions have improved. Nonetheless, more than two million
Peruvians have emigrated in the last decade, principally to the
US, Spain, and Argentina.
Economic overview

regions. The poverty rate has dropped substantially during the

Peru's economy reflects its varied topography—an arid lowland

last decade but remains stubbornly high at about 30% (more than

coastal region, the central high sierra of the Andes, and the dense

55% in rural areas). After remaining almost static for about a

forest of the Amazon. A wide range of important mineral

decade, Peru's malnutrition rate began falling in 2005, when the

resources are found in the mountainous and coastal areas, and

government introduced a coordinated strategy focusing on

Peru's coastal waters provide excellent fishing grounds. Peru is

hygiene, sanitation, and clean water. School enrollment has

the world's second largest producer of silver and copper.

improved, but achievement scores reflect ongoing problems with
educational quality. Many poor children temporarily or
permanently drop out of school to help support their families.

The Peruvian economy grew by an average of 5.6% per year from
2009-13 with a stable exchange rate and low inflation. This
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growth was due partly to high international prices for Peru's

Costa Rica, Panama, Venezuela, Honduras, concluded

metals and minerals exports, which account for 55% of the

negotiations with Guatemala and the Trans-Pacific Partnership,

country's total exports. Growth slipped from 2014 to 2017, due to

and begun trade talks with El Salvador, India, and Turkey.

weaker world prices for these resources. Despite Peru's strong
macroeconomic performance, dependence on minerals and
metals exports and imported foodstuﬀs makes the economy
vulnerable to fluctuations in world prices.

Peru also has signed a trade pact with Chile, Colombia, and
Mexico, called the Pacific Alliance, that seeks integration of
services, capital, investment and movement of people. Since the
US-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement entered into force in

Peru's rapid expansion coupled with cash transfers and other

February 2009, total trade between Peru and the US has doubled.

programs have helped to reduce the national poverty rate by over

President Pedro Pablo Kuczynski succeeded Humala in July 2016

35 percentage points since 2004, but inequality persists and

and is focusing on economic reforms and free market policies

continued to pose a challenge for the Ollanta Humala

aimed at boosting investment in Peru. Mining output increased

administration, which championed a policy of social inclusion and

significantly in 2016-17, which helped Peru attain one of the

a more equitable distribution of income. Poor infrastructure

highest GDP growth rates in South America, and Peru should

hinders the spread of growth to Peru's non-coastal areas. The

maintain strong growth in 2018. However, economic performance

Humala administration passed several economic stimulus

was depressed by delays in infrastructure mega-projects and the

packages in 2014 to bolster growth, including reforms to

start of a corruption scandal associated with a Brazilian firm.

environmental regulations in order to spur investment in Peru’s

Massive flooding in early 2017 also was a drag on growth, oﬀset

lucrative mining sector, a move that was opposed by some

somewhat by additional public spending aimed at recovery

environmental groups. However, in 2015, mining investment fell

eﬀorts.

as global commodity prices remained low and social conflicts
plagued the sector.
Peru's free trade policy continued under the Humala
administration; since 2006, Peru has signed trade deals with the

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
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Chapter 15

Suriname

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Suriname.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Suriname.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Suriname.
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Introduction

rural interior lags behind because of lower educational attainment
and contraceptive use, higher malnutrition, and significantly less

First explored by the Spaniards in the 16th century and then

access to electricity, potable water, sanitation, infrastructure, and

settled by the English in the mid-17th century, Suriname became a

health care.

Dutch colony in 1667. With the abolition of African slavery in
1863, workers were brought in from India and Java. The
Netherlands granted the colony independence in 1975. Five years
later the civilian government was replaced by a military regime
that soon declared Suriname a socialist republic. It continued to
exert control through a succession of nominally civilian
administrations until 1987, when international pressure finally
forced a democratic election. In 1990, the military overthrew the
civilian leadership, but a democratically elected government—a
four-party coalition—returned to power in 1991. The coalition
expanded to eight parties in 2005 and ruled until August 2010,
when voters returned former military leader Desire Bouterse and
his opposition coalition to power. President Bouterse was
reelected unopposed in 2015.
Demographic profile
Suriname is a pluralistic society consisting primarily of Creoles
(persons of mixed African and European heritage), the
descendants of escaped African slaves known as Maroons, and
the descendants of Indian and Javanese (Indonesian) contract
workers. The country overall is in full, post-industrial demographic
transition, with a low fertility rate, a moderate mortality rate, and a
rising life expectancy. However, the Maroon population of the

Some 350,000 people of Surinamese descent live in the
Netherlands, Suriname's former colonial ruler. In the 19th century,
better-educated, largely Dutch-speaking Surinamese began
emigrating to the Netherlands. World War II interrupted the
outflow, but it resumed after the war when Dutch labor demands
grew - emigrants included all segments of the Creole population.
Suriname still is strongly influenced by the Netherlands because
most Surinamese have relatives living there and it is the largest
supplier of development aid. Other emigration destinations
include French Guiana and the United States. Suriname's
immigration rules are flexible, and the country is easy to enter
illegally because rainforests obscure its borders. Since the
mid-1980s, Brazilians have settled in Suriname's capital,
Paramaribo, or eastern Suriname, where they mine gold. This
immigration is likely to slowly re-orient Suriname toward its South
American roots.
Economic overview
Suriname’s economy is dominated by the mining industry, with
exports of oil and gold accounting for approximately 85% of
exports and 27% of government revenues. This makes the
economy highly vulnerable to mineral price volatility. The
worldwide drop in international commodity prices and the
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December 2016, the SRD had lost 46% of its value against the
dollar. Depreciation of the Surinamese dollar and increases in
tariﬀs on electricity caused domestic prices in Suriname to rise
22.0% year-over-year by December 2017.
Suriname's economic prospects for the medium-term will depend
on its commitment to responsible monetary and fiscal policies
and on the introduction of structural reforms to liberalize markets
and promote competition. The government's over-reliance on
revenue from the extractive sector colors Suriname's economic
outlook. Following two years of recession, the Fitch Credit Bureau
reported a positive growth of 1.2% in 2017 and the World Bank
Image 15.1: Gold and oil account for 85% of Suriname’s exports
and 27% of government revenues

predicted 2.2% growth in 2018. Inflation declined to 9%, down
from 55% in 2016 , and increased gold production helped lift

cessation of alumina mining in Suriname significantly reduced

exports. Yet continued budget imbalances and a heavy debt and

government revenue and national income during the past few

interest burden resulted in a debt-to-GDP ratio of 83% in

years. In November 2015, a major US aluminum company

September 2017. Purchasing power has fallen rapidly due to the

discontinued its mining activities in Suriname after 99 years of

devalued local currency. The government has announced its

operation. Public sector revenues fell, together with exports,

intention to pass legislation to introduce a new value-added tax in

international reserves, employment, and private sector

2018. Without this and other measures to strengthen the

investment. Economic growth declined annually from just under

country’s fiscal position, the government may face liquidity

5% in 2012 to -10.4% in 2016. In January 2011, the government

pressures.

devalued the currency by 20% and raised taxes to reduce the
budget deficit. Suriname began instituting macro adjustments
between September 2015 and 2016; these included another 20%
currency devaluation in November 2015 and foreign currency
interventions by the Central Bank until March 2016, after which
time the Bank allowed the Surinamese dollar (SRD) to float. By

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the
licensing for the International Trade Administration’s
“Suriname - Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 16

Uruguay

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Uruguay.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Uruguay.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Uruguay.
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Introduction

primary through university education has contributed to the
country's high levels of literacy and educational attainment.

Montevideo, founded by the Spanish in 1726 as a military

However, the emigration of human capital has diminished the

stronghold, soon took advantage of its natural harbor to become

state's return on its investment in education. Remittances from

an important commercial center. Claimed by Argentina but

the roughly 18% of Uruguayans abroad amount to less than 1%

annexed by Brazil in 1821, Uruguay declared its independence

of national GDP. The emigration of young adults and a low birth

four years later and secured its freedom in 1828 after a three-year

rate are causing Uruguay's population to age rapidly.

struggle. The administrations of President Jose Battle in the early
20th century launched widespread political, social, and economic
reforms that established a statist tradition. A violent Marxist urban
guerrilla movement named the Tupamaros, launched in the late
1960s, led Uruguay's president to cede control of the government
to the military in 1973. By yearend, the rebels had been crushed,
but the military continued to expand its hold over the
government. Civilian rule was restored in 1985. In 2004, the leftof-center Frente Amplio Coalition won national elections that
eﬀectively ended 170 years of political control previously held by
the Colorado and National (Blanco) parties. Uruguay's political
and labor conditions are among the freest on the continent.
Demographic profile
Uruguay rates high for most development indicators and is known
for its secularism, liberal social laws, and well-developed social
security, health, and educational systems. It is one of the few
countries in South America and the Caribbean where the entire
population has access to clean water. Uruguay's provision of free

In the 1960s, Uruguayans for the first time emigrated en masse—
primarily to Argentina and Brazil—because of economic decline
and the onset of more than a decade of military dictatorship.
Economic crises in the early 1980s and 2002 also triggered
waves of emigration, but since 2002 more than 70% of
Uruguayan emigrants have selected the US and Spain as
destinations because of better job prospects. Uruguay had a tiny
population upon its independence in 1828 and welcomed
thousands of predominantly Italian and Spanish immigrants, but
the country has not experienced large influxes of new arrivals
since the aftermath of World War II. More recent immigrants
include Peruvians and Arabs.
Economic overview
Uruguay has a free market economy characterized by an exportoriented agricultural sector, a well-educated workforce, and high
levels of social spending. Uruguay has sought to expand trade
within the Common Market of the South (Mercosur) and with nonMercosur members, and President Vazquez has maintained his
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predecessor's mix of pro-market policies and a strong social
safety net.
Following financial diﬃculties in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
Uruguay's economic growth averaged 8% annually during the
2004-08 period. The 2008-09 global financial crisis put a brake on
Uruguay's vigorous growth, which decelerated to 2.6% in 2009.
Nevertheless, the country avoided a recession and kept growth
rates positive, mainly through higher public expenditure and
investment; GDP growth reached 8.9% in 2010 but slowed
markedly in the 2012-16 period as a result of a renewed
slowdown in the global economy and in Uruguay's main trade
partners and Mercosur counterparts, Argentina and Brazil.
Reforms in those countries should give Uruguay an economic
boost. Growth picked up in 2017.

Doing business in Uruguay
Uruguay’s economic base is its agricultural sector, exporting
products such as meat, dairy, grains, and forestry products. 65%
of exports are agricultural-based products. About half of all
industrial production is dedicated to food processing or the
refining of agricultural products. In 2018, cellulose became the
number one export product. Uruguay is an attractive market for
international companies. It is one of the most politically and
economically stable countries in the region and has the ability to
serve as a regional distribution hub through its Free Trade Zones.

Image 16.1: Uruguay ranks second worldwide in beef consumption per capita,
and produces about 600,000 tons of beef a year, 150,000 tons of which are
consumed in the domestic market, and 450,000 tons of which are exported.

Uruguay is experiencing the longest expansion in its history, with
16 years of economic growth and successful management of
regional macroeconomic imbalances. However, Uruguay’s
economic growth slowed to an annual average of 1.6% in 2018,
negatively aﬀected by a decline in international commodity prices
and recessions in Argentina and Brazil—two of Uruguay’s top
trading partners.
As of 2018, Uruguay’s top export destinations for its goods were
(in rank order): China, Brazil, the United States and
Argentina. Uruguay’s top sources of imports of goods in 2018
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were China ($1.67 billion), Brazil ($1.63 billion), Argentina ($1.1

with strong rule of law and a commitment to international

billion) and the United States ($697million). In 2018, Uruguay’s

agreements and norms.

goods imports totaled $8.95 billion. Around 60% of the total were
manufactured products such as machinery and electrical
equipment, chemical products, transport equipment and
foodstuﬀs. Between 2014 and 2018, imports fell by an annual
average of 3.3%.
In terms of trade, Uruguay has "decoupled" from Argentina and
Brazil in recent years diversifying away from its MERCOSUR

• Uruguay has a generally open trade policy and equal treatment
of domestic and international companies.
• Due to its beneficial customs regimes with MERCOSUR
countries and its strategic location between Argentina and
Brazil, Uruguay serves as a regional distribution platform.
• Due to the size of the country (3.4 million people) and the

partners. The country has opened to inflows of foreign direct

relatively high per capita GDP, Uruguay can function as a test

investment from various countries over the last 15 years,

market for those international companies that have no previous

reflecting greater confidence in the country's institutional

experience in the region.

framework and economic policy. Also, Uruguay's exports to its
MERCOSUR partners have been declining since 2011 resulting in

• The U.S.-Uruguay bilateral relationship is strong. Uruguayan

China overtaking Brazil as Uruguay's leading export destination in

oﬃcials and business sector representatives have a favorable

2018. The percentage of total Uruguayan exports to China

view of American business.

increased steadily from 2011 to 2017.
In 2018, the United States exported $697 million in goods to
Uruguay, and imported $456 million from Uruguay, resulting in a
U.S. trade surplus of $241 million. U.S. exports to Uruguay
decreased 21% when compared to 2017, mainly due to the high
volume of refined oil imports in 2017.

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the

Top reasons why U.S. companies should consider exporting to

licensing for the International Trade Administration’s

Uruguay: Uruguay is an institutionally stable democratic country

“Uruguay - Country Commercial Guide.”
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Chapter 17

Venezuela

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the leading economic and business
indicators in the South American country of
Venezuela.
• Update and validate economic and business
data on Venezuela.
• Debate current issues aﬀecting the business
environment of Venezuela.
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Figure 17.1: Venezuela at a

Under Hugo Chavez, president from 1999 to 2013, and his hand-

Introduction

picked successor, Maduro, the executive branch has exercised
Venezuela was one of four countries that emerged from the

increasingly authoritarian control over other branches of

collapse of Gran Colombia in 1831 (the others being Panama,

government. National Assembly President Juan Guaido is

Ecuador and New Granada, which became Colombia. For most

currently recognized by more than 50 countries—including the

of the first half of the 20th century, Venezuela was ruled by

United States—as the interim president while Maduro retains

generally benevolent military strongmen who promoted the oil

control of all other institutions within the country and has the

industry and allowed for some social reforms. Democratically

support of security forces. Venezuela is currently authoritarian

elected governments have held sway since 1959, although the re-

with only one democratic institution—the National Assembly—

election of current disputed President Nicolas Maduro in an

and strong restrictions on freedoms of expression and the press.

election boycotted by most opposition parties was widely viewed
as fraudulent.

The ruling party's economic policies expanded the state's role in
the economy through expropriations of major enterprises, strict
currency exchange and price controls that discourage private
sector investment and production, and overdependence on the
petroleum industry for revenues, among others. However,
Caracas in 2019 relaxed some economic controls to mitigate
some impacts of the economic crisis driven by a drop in oil
production. Current concerns include human rights abuses,
rampant violent crime, high inflation, and widespread shortages
of basic consumer goods, medicine, and medical supplies.
Demographic profile
Social investment in Venezuela during the Chavez administration
reduced poverty from nearly 50% in 1999 to about 27% in 2011,

Figure 17.2: Gran Colombia, which included Panama, Ecuador, Colombia, and
Venezuela, collapsed in 1831.

increased school enrollment, substantially decreased infant and
child mortality, and improved access to potable water and
121

sanitation through social investment. "Missions" dedicated to

economic crisis that has pushed Venezuelans from all walks of life

education, nutrition, healthcare, and sanitation were funded

to migrate or to seek asylum abroad to escape severe shortages

through petroleum revenues. The sustainability of this progress

of food, water, and medicine; soaring inflation; unemployment;

remains questionable, however, as the continuation of these

and violence.

social programs depends on the prosperity of Venezuela's oil
industry. In the long-term, education and health care spending
may increase economic growth and reduce income inequality, but
rising costs and the staﬃng of new health care jobs with
foreigners are slowing development.

As of November 2019, an estimated 4.6 million Venezuelans were
refugees or migrants worldwide, with almost 80% taking refuge in
South America and the Caribbean (notably Colombia, Peru, Chile,
Ecuador, Argentina, and Brazil, as well as the Dominican
Republic, Aruba, and Curacao). Asylum applications increased

While Chavez was in power, more than one million predominantly

significantly in the US and Brazil in 2016 and 2017. Several

middle- and upper-class Venezuelans are estimated to have

receiving countries are making eﬀorts to increase immigration

emigrated. The brain drain is attributed to a repressive political

restrictions and to deport illegal Venezuelan migrants—Ecuador

system, lack of economic opportunities, steep inflation, a high

and Peru in August 2018 began requiring valid passports for

crime rate, and corruption. Thousands of oil engineers emigrated

entry, which are diﬃcult to obtain for Venezuelans. Nevertheless,

to Canada, Colombia, and the United States following Chavez's

Venezuelans continue to migrate to avoid economic collapse at

firing of over 20,000 employees of the state-owned petroleum

home.

company during a 2002-03 oil strike. Additionally, thousands of
Venezuelans of European descent have taken up residence in
their ancestral homelands.
Nevertheless, Venezuela has attracted hundreds of thousands of
immigrants from South America and southern Europe because of
its lenient migration policy and the availability of education and
health care. Venezuela also has been a accommodating host to
Colombian refugees, numbering about 170,000 as of year-end
2016. However, since 2014, falling oil prices have driven a major

Economic profile
Venezuela remains highly dependent on oil revenues, which
account for almost all export earnings and nearly half of the
government’s revenue, despite a continued decline in oil
production in 2017. In the absence of oﬃcial statistics, foreign
experts estimate that GDP contracted 12% in 2017, inflation
exceeded 2000%, people faced widespread shortages of
consumer goods and medicine, and the central bank's
international reserves dwindled. In late 2017, Venezuela also
122

entered selective default on some of its sovereign and state oil

created opportunities for arbitrage and corruption and fueled a

company, Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A., (PDVSA) bonds.

rapid increase in black market activity.

Domestic production and industry continue to severely
underperform and the Venezuelan Government continues to rely
on imports to meet its basic food and consumer goods needs.
Falling oil prices since 2014 have aggravated Venezuela’s
economic crisis. Insuﬃcient access to dollars, price controls, and
rigid labor regulations have led some US and multinational firms
to reduce or shut down their Venezuelan operations. Market
uncertainty and PDVSA’s poor cash flow have slowed investment
in the petroleum sector, resulting in a decline in oil production.
Under President Nicolas Maduro, the Venezuelan government’s
response to the economic crisis has been to increase state
control over the economy and blame the private sector for
shortages. Maduro has given authority for the production and
distribution of basic goods to the military and to local socialist
party member committees. The Venezuelan government has
maintained strict currency controls since 2003. The government
has been unable to sustain its mechanisms for distributing dollars
to the private sector, in part because it needed to withhold some
foreign exchange reserves to make its foreign bond payments.
Because of price and currency controls, local industries have
struggled to purchase production inputs necessary to maintain

This chapter was reproduced in accordance with the

their operations or sell goods at a profit on the local market.

licensing for the International Trade Administration’s

Expansionary monetary policies and currency controls have

“Venezuela - Country Commercial Guide.”
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